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The first one who
Thayer
ill. for whom I substituted
cne-half year at one time
liis regular stenographer, Misg
:nd, was 111. He was for many
prominent attorney in this
since.

ISSUED

TUESDAY

following additional lawyers
ember seeing often at the
house when I worked in the
iff ices:—Edward B. Burpee,
L. Withee, Reuel Robinson
felzer T. Crawford (of CamI think Walter H. Butler and
'rt L. Miles also had offices
kiand at that time,
ling over an old directory, I
ie names of James E. Rhodes
ss Helen Knowlton (now Mrs.
Orne) and J. Fred Knight
the list of Rockland lawmembers of the Bar will
ily remember M. T. Craw lord
r poet, at one time when they
;ed at Monhegan. I remejn!n well, a.s I have the poem
he gave me when I made
for the members of the Knox
Bar Association. Only] a
icntioned in that poem are
ivlng; most of them have
to the Great Beyond.
Alice C. Hovey
Jand, June 30.
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Another Body Found
Floating Near Zephyr Ledges
Saturday—Was Not
Identified

Found

Rockland

Court With a
Always somebody
ready to make '
<s last longer,
ork better. F|
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LEPHONE DIRECTORY
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Municipal

Busy

Docket
Monday was a busy day in
Municipal Court, $116.40 toeing
collected in small fines and costs.
There were six cases oif intoxica
tion and disturbing the peace. In
one case, a man was sentenced to
jail because of failure to pay his
fine; one case was filed, and one
suspended on good behavior. A
total of $46 60 was collected from
the above.
Clyde Grotton of iRockland and
Forrest Chase at Thomaston were
respondents W '
case charging
.illray
Each paid a fine of $10
and costs of $4.35.
Leon F Jones of West Concord
and his brother, Russell Jones of
Arlington, were charged with af
fray. They pleaded guilty and
each paid a fine of $10 and costs
of $4 70.
Clyde Gray of Rockland was
charged with statutory ofTense.
He was bound over to the Novem
ber term of court and1 $200 ball was
furnished.

Kenneth E. Smith of Rockland
was brought in by Henry G. Roper
of the State Police charged with
passing a car on t'he crest of a
grade in Thomaston. He plead
ed guilty and paid fine of $10, with

\

costs at $2.70.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Lester B. Bradford, M. D.
50 MASONIC ST., BOCKLAND
For the Treatment ef Diseases—
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
Office Hours: 1 to 4
and by Appointment Only
Telephone Rockland 1218
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Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

The World Series this Fall will be of a
very unusual character requiring eight
games won by one team before the chamSERIES
pionship is decided, and instead of being
played in the two cities represented by the
contenders the “champs” may go barnstorming into some of
the minor league cities. If Brooklyn and New York win
again, as seems to be quite likely the case, it would once more
become a one-State affair, and thousnds bf fans who have
been spending their good dollars all Summer will not have a
look-in. On the other hand if the Series resolves itself Into a
barnstorming trip the clientele will be broadly extended. To
us there seems to be one fly in the ointment. In the limited
parks of the minor leagues how could they accommodate the
crowds?
\
SHARING
THE

From Washington, D. C., whence frequently comes some strange edicts, there ia
now heard some advice which has the ring
of common sense, and that is to “cut and
stack wood now for use as fuel next Win
ter.” That advice comes from Howard A.. Gray, acting direc
tor of solid fuels who foresees that the substitution of wood for
coal, as a temporary expedient, would be helpful in relieving
the burden upon the Nation's railroad and motor transpor
tation systems. Coal and oil may soon be very difficult to
obtain. Why freeze, with so much wood lying at our very
doors, waiting cnly to be cut and manufactured?

HEAT
FROM OURS
FORESTS

Inasmuch as the State Department officially recognizes France as a “neutral” in
FREE
this war, the Free French Week that will be
FRENCH
inaugurated on Wednesday will afford the
American people a unique opportunity to
salute the France that still fights, the France that still clings
to the ideals of human freedom, the France that, as at York
town and on the Marne, is a valiant ally of the United States.
It is peculiarly appropriate that Wendell Willkie should be a
leading spirit in this demonstration of Franco-American
sol darity in opposition to Hitlerism, and that he should
send this country’s message of encouragemait to the Free
French forces throughout the world. If it is deemed expedi
ent in Washington that whatever tribute Americans pay to
their French comrades in arms should be unofficial, no more
authoritative voice than that of Mr. Wilkie could be found
to give it expression.
There will be much to honor in Free French Week: the
flaming tradition of liberty that has been the glory of France;
the distinctive savor of French life and thought; the monu
ments of art and letters that Frenchmen have erected for the
world to admire. The soldiers who died in the tragic Battle of
France will be honored—all the more because fools and traitors
in high places led them to the sacrifice and then proclaimed
it in vain.—Herald Tribune.
1IONORING

Don’t drive with dirty spark
plugs. Have them cleaned every
5 000 miles, check and adjust the
distributor points.

Starts Next

SUNDAY

nomically. says W, H. Peterson
of the University of Wisconsin.

HAT SALE

a bit these

our

Gocd Will Grange of South War
ren held its last meeting of the sea
son July 1. Meetings will be re
sumed Aug. 27, supper to be served
with Mrs. Dora Maxey in charge.

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE

$2.00

pand these

in

ftftftft
Hews Items from all ef the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

WiU Participate in the
County-wide

necessities

raft

GRANGE CORNER

Straw and Silk Hats

are

our expe-

THE KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

twice-a-week

Cornmeal added to the grass
crop used for silage will enable
farmers to produce milk more eco

FOR 4 BIG DAYS
times

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 7, 1942

Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
The body of an unidentified man, was The
established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
fcund floating near Zephyr Ledges, was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
cff Matinicus Island, Saturday was
tjie third within the past three
[EDITORIAL]
menths discovered in this area.
Fourth of July, 1942, has come and
The bedy was brought to this city
THIS
gene.
So quietly that nobody hardly knew
Saturday by Capt. Alton Brown of
FOURTH
it was here. No blazing guns, no scary fire
the White Head Coast Guard Sta
WAS QUIET crackers, no rockets bursting in mid-airtic n.
just a few paper cap pistols in the hands
Dr. II. J- Weisman, Knox County
of wee youngsters. No, it was not the Fourth of July we
medical examiner, estimated that
have knewn since childhood—nothing much to distinguish
death had occurred between four
lt frem the other 364 days of the year, but under the circum
„nd six months ago, and he believed
stances it was precisely what should have happened. With
that the body was that of a man
d.m-outs for the duration it would have been mockery to em
weighing 170 pounds and about 5
blazon the sky with rockets, and as to the guns and cannon
feet 10 inches tall. He was wearing
crackers, the money thus wasted could certainly be devoted
a light blue jersey sweater under a
to other purposes to far better advantage. The only losers
heavy blue one, a tan zipper shirt,
were the fireworks dealers, and to the everlasting credit be It
black scarf and blue dungarees.
said that they lived strictly to the law, and gave full patriotic
Sheriff C Earle Ludwick was im
co-operation. The Courier-Gazette congratulates everybody
mediately informed and Ls proceed
for making it a safe and sane holiday, with more than ordi
ing witii his investigation.
nary significance attached to the word “safe.”

The Morning After

JOBS

Entered aa Second Claaa Mal) Matter
By The Courler-Oazette, 465 Main st.
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BLACKOUT

SARAH LINNELL
HAT SHOP

WEDNESDAY. JULY 8

Time To Be Announced

COPPER KETTLE, ROCKLAND

67-68

ALFRED R. FULLER,
C. D. Chairman.

87-lt
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BENEFIT DANCE

a seasoned
>le."

ARMORY, SPRING ST., ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8

ine Central
vations and
an, will you

THREE SHOW’S DAILY
INCLUDING SUNDAY
Note Times of Shows
Sunday Matinee ...................

Music by
GENE HAMMOND’S ORCHESTRA
3J1D

Evening ......................... 6.15, 8.43

TICKETS 35c, tax incl.
Auspices Co. L, Maine State Guard

66-67

cilities will
MON. THROUGH WED.

ical limita-

Matinees ............................... 2.00

Therofore,

Evenings .......................... CU. 8.40

standing if

SCALE or PRICES
SUNDAY
ALL
ALL DAY
SEATS
Evenings, all seats ............... 55c

of heavily

CC
O <

MON. THROUGH WED.
Matinees ..................................
Children 15c At All Shows

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 67.

To Enforce Curfew

The Black Cat

Children of 15 Affected, Hour
Being 10 P.M.—No High
way Commissioner
The City Government last night
voted to enforce the curfew law
which provides that children un
der the age of 15 be kept from the
city streets after 10 p. m. unless
accompanied by parent or guar
dian. The city fathers were forti
fied in this action by petitions
containing nearly 250 signatures.
The diaphone will sound the
warning signal at quarter of 10.
Mayor Veazie’s attempt to ap
point a commissioner of public
works was 1 again frustrated, the
aldermen toy a vote of 5 to 2
not to confirm Clarence Wyllie,
who has been serving since the
resignation
of
Commissioner
Herrick.
Oliver R. Hamlin was appointed
a member of the regular polioe
force.
Other appointments included:
Alden
Ulmer, Jr., constable;
George Bunker special policeman
at the Public Landing; Leon Hal

Two-base hits, Starr. Libby.
Sacrifice
hit, Starr. Struck out, toy
W. L. PC.
lives
10,
toy
Ellis 16. Base on 'balls,
Rockland __________ _ 3 1 .750
off
lives
1,
off
Ellis 2.
Oamden ................ _.... I 1 .500
1 3 .250
Thomaston ..........
Rockland 4, Thomaston 2
July Fourth results: Thomaston
Dave Newcombe pitched for the
3, Rockland 2 (10 innings); Rock Pirates in the second game of the
land 4, Thomaston 2.
twin bill and threw the first pitch
July 5: Camden 10, Thomaston down the middle for a lusty triple
9; Rockland 6, Camden 2.
by Robinson who scored on the
throw-in from deep left for half
Coming Games
Tuesday, July 7 — Camden at of Thomaston's total of two runs.
Thomaston scored their second
Rockland.
Thursday, July 9 — Oamden at nm ln the second on a walk to
Dana Sawyer, an infield out and
Thomaston.
lives single.
• • • •
The Pirates opened up on Rob
Henry lives and1 Chuck Ellis
hooked up in a pitching duel at inson in their first inning with
(By The Roving Reporter)
Community Park in the first game Simpson, Thompson and C. Ellis
of a double header with lives banging out doubles, and this
A known character in a neighbor Portland cement, of which there
emerging the winner in 10 innings with a single by Starr was good
ing
town will undoubtedly remem was half a bag setting next to the
for three runs.
by the score of 3-2.
ber the night before the Fourth for phosphate. Now we are wondering
iR. Ellis doubled In the third and
The Pirates scored their first
some time to come. Wending his what will the harvest be, especially
run in the second inning when came home on brother Chucks
weary way homeward just after as it has rained a lot since the field
after two were down Pooch Starr single.
stead, dog constable.
midnight
with his arms full of was planted.”
lined a double to center and came
Thomaston
bottled
beer
(and tliat wasn’t all tlie
home on Thomas single. In the
ab r bh po a
load he was carrying) he leaned up W. R. Walter of Waldoboro says:
seventh Glover led off with a Robinson, p ............. 4 110 0
against a hydrant to get the kinks “My solution to Iree’s problem in
single, was sacrificed to second by Libby, 3b ................... 2 0 0 1 4
out
of his buckling knees. Somehow Tuesday’s issue is as follows: When
Starr and Lee drove him home Sawyer, if ................. 2 1) 1 0 0 To Assist Miss Lucinda Rich,
he
missed
connections and landed Tom was twice as old as Lucy, he
with his second hit.
Felt, 2b........................
3 0 12 2
Home Demonstration
on
his
back
ln the ditch. And he was 25 years and 4 months’ old, and
Chuck Ellis allowed only two lives, rf ...... «....... «... 2 0 10 0
landed
directly
on top of a full Lucy was 12 years and 8 months old
Agent
hits up to the eighth when Libby Rabbins, rf ..... _...... 0 0 0 0 0
grown skunk. When our hero final When Lucy arrived at the age of 2.'
singled. Wood flied to Simpson Day, c ................
3 0 051 Mrs. Lester H. Shibles of Rock ly regained his feet, the skunk was
years and 4 months, Tom was 37
for the first out. Felt singled ad MiUer, lb .............
2 0 06 0 land, has been appointed war dead and the hero wished he were.
years and 8 months old; 37 years 8
vancing Libby to third and Sawyer Wood, lb ................... 1 0 0 2 0 emergency heme demonstration
And the Square has an aroma that months plus 25 years and 4 months
scored Libby with his first of two Fales, cf ................... 3 0 0 1 0 agent in Knox County by the
singles. Felt then stole home to Jenkins, ss ............. 3 0 110 Maine Agricultural Extension Serv would lead one to believe, that equals 63 years their combined ages.
somewhere in the vicinity, a much When Iree has a lonesome spell, he
tie up the ball giame.
ice for the two months’ period,
larger animal had been dead much might figure out this: If an irresis
The Pirates went down in order
26 2 5 18 7 July andi August.
longer.
tible force came up against an im
in the eighth, ninth and tenth,
Mrs. Shibles will assist Miss Lu
Rockland
movable object, what would be the
but in Thomaston’s half of the
ab r toh po a cinda Rich, the regular Extension
Manager
Romanoff
of Park The result?”
tenth Li'bby again singled, stole Simpson, ss .............. 4 12 0 2 home demonstration agent. They
atre, tells of an incident which took
second and scored the game-win Thompson, c ............ 4 119 1 will contact a series of food pre
place there last week. A sailor pur T. Raymond Pierce of Wellesley,
ning run on Davis’ hit to right.
Thomas, 3b ............... 3 0 114 servation demonstrations in every chasing his ticket at our box office Mass., who keeps close Labs on af
Chuck struck out 16 while only R Ellis, cf ......... «... 2 1' 1 0 0 rural
neighborhood
in Knox
walking two and with better sup C. Ellis, rf ................. 3 12 10 county at which they will demon noticed tlie sign mentioning the fairs in his former home city, adds
port in the outfield the game Starr, lb ................... 2 0 17 1 strate the most approved methods sale of War Stamps in the theatr.- the name of O. G. Hall to the list
and digging into his pocket found a of former Rockland lawyers. He
might have ended differently.
Glover, 2b ...........
2 0 120of canning, drying, salting and 25c piece and these were his words, i was the junior member of the firm
lives allowed tout six scattered Drake, If ................
3 0 0 10 storing fruits and vegetables for
of Rice & Hall and later became a
hits, retired ten Pirates toy strike Newcombe, p ............. 3 0 10 2 Winter use. These meetings will “Here, let me have a 25c War,
Superior Court justice in Kennebec
Stamp,
I
may
as
well
put
this
two
outs and walked only one man.
be a part of a nation-wide pro
County.
bits
where
it
will
do
the
most
good.
”
Raymie Ellis provided the field
26 4 10 21 10 gram of food preservation in war “This to me was the height cf pa
ing gem of the game with a run
Two-base hits, Simpson, Thomp time sponsored by the U. S. De triotism,” says Manager Romanoff
To his letter Raymond adds this
ning back-hand catch of Rabbins son, C. Ellis, R. Ellis. Three-base partment of Agriculture.
question: “Does anyone except the
“
A
boy
serving
his
country,
risking
line drive to left center.
Mrs. Shibles was for several
hit, Robinson. Struckout, by Newbride of those days remember a
Libby led both teams at bat comtoe 8, Robinson 4. Base on balls, years assistant State 4-H club his neck for it, and still spending
performance of The Chinese Wed
with a double and two singles off Newcombe 2, Robinson 1. Hit leader, and has taken a prom his small earnings on War Stamps ding given in Rockland in the Nine
to further help the war effort.”
while Thomas and Starr were the by pitcher, Starr, Robbins.
inent part in the nutrition work
ties?”
Pirate hitters.
the Knox-Lincoln County
Thcmaston ........ 10 10 0 OaO—2 of
While most Rockland folks were
Thomaston (first game)
A Thomaston reader sends me
Rockland .... ...... 3 0 1 0 0 0 x—4 Farm Bureau.
complaining
of yesterday’s heat and
a b r bh po
this one:
mugginess
there
was
at
least
one
Rockland 5, Camden 2
Robinson. 3b . ........ 5 0 0 1
Merchant, cf .......... 4 0 10 0
“The Town of Eustis, with 65 In
Li'bby, If ..... ...
In the second game of a double Wright, Ito ........... 4 0 0 12 0 office which was bidding defiance to habitants and about a dozen houses,
5 2 3 0
Wood, lb ...... ........ 5 0 0 18
header at Camden Sunday the Dougherty, if ..... «... 3 0 0 0 0 it. A member of The Courier-Ga has collected 49 tons of scrap rub
Felt, 2b .......... ....... 4 12 1
Pirates behind Ducky Drake won Wellman, c •••■......... 3 0 0 10 0 zette staff who visited the basement ber—and if that isn’t a record. Ask
Sawyer, c ...... ........ 5 0 2 10
their third league win toy a 5-2 Ames, p .................. 3 0 0 0 2 headquarters of the Maritime Oil Secretary Ickes to top it.”
Company informs me that the occu
Sipear, rf ........ ....... 4 0 0 0
score.
pants
were not depending upon an
Esancey, rf .... ........ 10 0 0
McGrath lined’ a double through
Justin L. Cross, proprietor of a
32 2 6 27 9
electric
fan for their comfort, but
Robbins, cf ...... ....... 3 0 0 0
Winks hands in right in the first
neighborhood store at the corner of
Rockland
had an electric heater going full Holmes and State streets, has a
Watts, cf ........ ....... 0 0 0 0
inning and came home on Boyn
ato r toh po a
blast.
record which is quite unique, but
Jenkins, ss .... ....... 4 0 0 0
ton's single, and1 the only other Simpson, ss ............. 5 0 111
which will probably not bring him
lives, p ........... ....... 4 0 0 0
Camden run came when Fair- Thompson, c .......... 4 2 2 12 1
The dog which devotes his day the envy of many others. In the
------ — —
brother who was hit toy Drake Thomas, 3b ............ 4 2 2
1 3
41 3 7 30
scored on Boynton’s long triple to R. Ellis, cf ............... 5 10 2 0 light hours to pursuing passing past seven years he has been on duty
motor cars is a source of mystifi 15 hours a day seven days a week,
Rockland (first game)
the school house in right in the StarT, lb ................. 4 12 7 0
cation
to me. Not so much at the
ninth.
ab r bh po
Glover, 2b ..... -....... 4 0 15 3 persistence and monotony of it, as without a day or night off. PuzzipFind a happier man.
Simpson, ss .... ....... 5 0 0 3
The Pirates scored two in the Wink, rf ................. 4 0 10 1
the fact that he lives so long.
Thompson, c .. ....... 4 0 1 17
fourth, one in the sixth, two in Newcombe, if .......... 4 0 0 0 0
Census Bureau life tables show
C. Ellis p .. .
.... 4 0 0 1
the eighth and one in the ninth. Drake, p ......
4 0 0 0 1
that the life expectancy for old per
Charles
Dana
Gibson
has
returned
R. Ellis, cf ...... ....... 4 0 0 1
Boynton and McGrath got two
to his Summer home at Seven Hun sons has changed only slightly dur
Glover, 2b ...... ....... 4 110
apiece for four of Camden's five
38 6 9 27 10
dred Acre Island, in Penobscot Bay,, ing the last 40 years. In 1900, a 70Starr, lb ........ ....... 3 118
hits while Thomas with a single
Three-base hits, Thomas, Boyn
and is engaged in painting war pos year-old man could expect 9.0 more
Thomas, 3b .... ....... 4 0 2 0
and a triple while Thompson and ton.
Two-base hits, McGrath.
ters as he did in the first world war. years of life; today he can expect
Wink, rf ........ ....... 4 0 10
Starr got two singles apiece.
Struck out, by Drake 12, Ames 7. In this connection it is of interest 9.3 more years. In 1900, a 70-yearDrake. If
........ 10 0 0
Camden
Base on 'balls, off Drake 0, Ames 2.
that a large collection of those old woman could look forward to 9.6
Newcomibe, If .. ....... 2 0 0 0
ab r bh po a Hit by pitcher, Fairbrother.
earlier posters—many of them by more years; today she can expect
-------------- Heal, 2b ______
4 0 123
Dust From the Diamond
Gibson—was made by the late Wil 10.2 additional years of life.
McGrath, ss ..........
4 12 03 Ducky Drake showed fine con liam H. Boothby of Augusta. It is
35 2 6 30
3 10 11 trol at Camden Issuing no walks doubtful if another assortment, as What was the last State to join
Thomaston 000000020 1—3 Fairbrother, 3b .........
Rockland .... 010000100 0—2 Boynton,, rf _____
4 0 2 20 while striking out 12.
large can be found in the State, the Union? And when.
Rockland has a fine pitching unless it ls in the artist’s home..
One year ago: Mr. and Mrs. Ed
staff in Drake, Newcombe and
win
C. Teague of Warren celebrated
“A friend of mine who is a Bas
Ellis and in four games in the
their
golden wedding—Dr. Edward
league to date the opposition has ton business man bought an old
W.
Peaslee
was elected president of
estate 30 miles south of Baston and
scored only seven runs.
the
Maine
Dental Society.—Donald
Bun Thompson Pirate catcher had the house fixed up for a per
Dickinson,
11,
was fatally Injured
deserves some of the credit for manent home,” writes Fred C.
when
knocked
from
a bicycle by a
this fine showing as he is a fine Green. “He has 40 acres of land
motor
car.
—
Among
the deaths:
receiver and has a great peg be along a river, so decided to put in a
Rockland,
Mrs.
Henry
Wheeler, 95:
big w’ar garden. A native planted it
sides a line of chatter.
Warren,
John
T.
Dean,
71; Camden
Thomaston presented the strong for him. Then he decided to en
Mrs.
George
Ludwig,
88;
Camder.,
est lineup which Watts has shown large by planting a lot more pota William H. Broadhead, 66.
to date in the Fourth twin bill toes. The man he hired first had
This is not a selling talk. This is cold common
and some good baseball should be gone to work in a defense plant and
sense!
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
in evidence from here in. Colby the only help he could get was an
elderly
man
who
had
lived
in
that
Wood. Dana Sawyer, Cliff Felt,
If I had my Ufa to live again 1
We Havee Plenty of Coal of All Kinds In Our
would have made a rule to read soma
and Libby are all players of first district all his life.
and listen to some music at
“The householder is obliged to be poetry
Yards Today
least once a week. The loaa of thaaa
class and help and' club greatly.
tastes
ls
a loaa of happlnesa.—Chari ee
We May Not Have a Pound This Fall
Harold Boynton is another star away all day and sometimes several Darwin
who has played before in the days. He has had many workmen
GOD’S LOVE
League and should help Camden. doing things on the estate and a lot
There
’
s
a
wideness
ln God’s mercy
Camden showed it has what it of tools and materials were stored in
Like the wideness of the sea;
a kindness ln Hls Justlco
takes to come from behind twice a shed. He told his aged farmhand There's
Which ls more than liberty.
where
to
find
the
seed
potatoes
and
There
1«
no place where earth’s
to overtake Thomaston at Cam
sorrows
While there are no restrictions and the sup
a
bag
of
phosphate
he
had
pur

den 10 to 9.
Are more felt than up ln Heaven;
ls no place where earth's
ply is adequate. If you fail to do this you will
Robinson and Jenkins played a chased for fertilizer. When he came Therefallings
home
thp
potatoes
were
planted
but
Have such kindly Judgment given.
bang-up game at short and third
have only your own neglect to blame for a re
the phosphate bag had not been Por the love of God ls broader
against Rockland.
stricted supply and a cold home this Winter.
Than the measure of man's mind;
opened. He questioned the work And
the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind:
man who said he had put in plenty
STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL of phosphate.
But we make Hls love too narrow
By false limits of our own;
THURSDAY. JULY 9
we magnify Hls strictness
* ’Where did you get it?’ was the And
APPLETON COMMUNITY HALL
With a zeal He will not own.
6 to 8 P. M.
query.
If our love were but more simple.
Benefit U. S. O.
We should take Him at Hla word;
“ ‘Out of that open bag in the
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
And
our lives would be all sunshine
CARD PARTY AFTER
67-68
shed.
’
In the sweetness of our Lord.
Admission 35 Cente
The League Standing

Mrs. Shibles Named

BUY YOUR COAL

NOW!

ur fighting
iturally, not

Pirates Out In Front, But Anybody’s RaceCamden Here Tonight

FOUR CENTS A COPY

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY USTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. _
pi-eortf

OR BE COLD LATER!

ORDER YOUR WINTER COAL SUPPLY
NOW!

PHONE 487 TODAY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

87-lt

“Tr„

Had

nlantad

the

snuds in

—(F. W. Faber, 1U4-U)

The Courier-Gazette

The Memory Man

« better*

TWICE-A-WEEK

Book Review
(ByJUJKF.)
*"**-~* Comics and Their Creators. Au
thor, Martin Sheridan. Published

Gibraltar To Suez, author, Mattie Johns Utting, The Christopher
Publishing House, Boston.
The needi of this book of deep
interest and excellence comes Just
at the proper time to give what
information is most desired in
thLs very busy Mediterranean
Coastal paradise.
The author has filled the book
with her acute knowledge and
clear breadth of viewpoints which
carry* the reader along to tliis fas
cinating section of the world.
Gibraltar is full up with history
romance and excitement of ad
ventures of past and present. You
are taken on a never-to-ibe-,forgotten journey in this delightful
book, written with good taste and
workmanship. You journey through
each chapter heading with a pho
tographic knowledge of history of
these sections and countries with
a reality that ls thrilling and
greatly helped by the illustrations.
At this particular time, when
travel is impossible, a book that
takes one from Gibraltar to Suez
and small enough to tuck into your
pocket to be ready at hand, is
worth much. Good print, very
neat stock, excellent workman
ship and library charm ln binding,
a sympathetically human book
that is good to find.—K. S. F.

VGT, JACK. cr0«ier«
CMt«O

Copyright 1942, B. P. O. ELKS

rtTiNW SCHOOu.

"YOU TAKE CARE OF THIS BUNCH - I'VE GOT A LETTER FROM HOME."

Above is the cartoon which won first prize of $300.00 in the Elks War
Commission's “Write 'Em a Letter" program for 20-year old SERGEANT
JACK D. O'BRIEN who is attached to the Public Relations Office at
Chico, California, Flying School.
Twenty-year-old Sergeant Jack Diego. Calif.
D. O’Brien, attached to the Public The prizewinners were selected
Relations Office of the Chico, Calif. from 50 cartoons submitted by en
Army Flying School, hit the jack listed personnel of the Army and
pot in the Elks War Commission's Navy from camps and bases all over
"Write ’Em a Letter” cartoon con the country and from Pearl Har
test taking first grand prize cf $300 bor, Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone
The contest Jury, composed of car and Bermuda. Each cartoon en
toonist Robert “Believe It or Not’’ tered in the final competition had
Ripley; Joseph V. Connelly, Presi previously been adjudged best
dent of King Features Syndicate; among those submitted at the 50
New York Sun columnLst H. I. Phil-, camps and bases which participatlips; Douglas Borgstedt. Feature ed in the cartoon contest phase of
Editor of the Army’s new overseas the "iWrite ’Em a Letter” program
newspaper “Yazik" and Ed. Sulli
Each cartoon reflects the desire of
van, columnist of the New York the men in the armed forces to re
Daily News, made their selections at ceive more mail from family and
the New York Museum of Science friends at home and 13 of the best
and Industry. Second prize of $200 drawings will be reproduced in more
went to Private Bill Mauldin of the than 550 daily newsapers through
45th Division and third prize cf out the nation in the effort to im
$100 went to a Navy man, Appren press the public with the morale
tice Seaman Robert G. Woodcock building values of increased cor
of the Naval Training Station, San respondence.

The Rotary Club
Ernest Hayes, Guest Speaker

Spent Several Years
In China
The after dinner speaker at the
Friday meeting of the Rotary Club
was Ernest Hayes from Bancroft
Camp at Owl’s Head.
Mr. Hayes spoke from a back
ground of both childhood and adult
years lived in China. As far as he
has been able to hear, his father.
Rev. W. M. Hayes, DD. I.L.D., and
mother, of the American Presby
terian Mission, are still at their
post in Shantung. His brother,
Rev. John Hayes, at Peking, may be
among those Americans in Jap
anese-occupied China to be ex
changed for nationals desired by the
Japanese now living in the United
States. But his brother's wife and
two younger children, last heard
from at Baguio in the Philippines,
are in Japanese occupied Ameri
can territory, from which the Jap
anese are unwilling to release
exchanges.
Some of the local color back
grounds to the present Sino-Japanese “Incident" comprised a brief,
introductory talk, after which vari
ous members of Rotary asked spe
cific questions in view of the warm
psychological interest in our Ally,
which has been the one nation in
the Far East so far able to stand
up to Japanese attacks for a long
time.
The vLsiting Rotarians Fridav
were C. W. Whitmoyer of Pennsyl
vania, and Frank E. Poland of Bos
ton. Walter Bay of Ash Point was

I. S. 0. Hostesses
Are

Named For the Week

Beginning Tomorrow
Wednesday,

July

turned

Mrs.

8-1-4,

George Davis, Mrs. R. E. Philbrick;

4-7.

Mrs.

LeVi Flint. Mrs.

Lloyd

Daniels; 7-10, Mrs Ralph Stckney,

Mrs. Arthur Marsh.
Thursday—1-4,

Mrs.

(Second Installment.—By Iree
Member.)1
I deoided to keep Islesboro on
my right and rest the compass
until we reached the southern
end. I had to cling close to the
shore as the fog was so thick that
lt was impossible to see land un
less it was very near. Sailing at
half sipeed the island seemed many
miles longer than it really is and
the constant strain was tiring me
when, suddenly, I knew that we
were off the proper course,
looked at the compass. It said we
were heading west.
I knew we should head about
due South, but south of us and
dead ahead loomed a yellow, bar
ren shore. On the shore were a
great many large birds with long
legs and a most raucous honk
and they filled the air with dole
ful screams. I was lost! There
was now land on both sides of
us and lt was almost too close for
my peace of mind. I cut down to
half speed and tried to figure
where in the world we were,
certainly did not know. I could
think of no better way to find out
than to keep going as long as there
was water (and thick fog) ahead
and so we sailed on.
In a short time the land on our
left vanished. I sensed nothing
but fog and water on that side. I
decided to scout along the shore
off to my right same as I had
been doing. Islesboro was still on
my right and I had almost made
up my mind that the land and
the birds I had seen on my left
was an optical Illusion caused by
the fog and tired nerves, when I
chanced to look at the compass—
we were heading 'North! If that
compass was right we were head1
ing for Bangor again! And right
then I realized what had hap
pened—I had sailed through one
of the waterways which cuts Isles
boro into several1 parts and was
now on the west instead of the
east side of the island and was
heading for Belfast!
It took me but a few seconds to
turn around but I had quite a
battle of words with George about
it. He insisted that the compass
was wrong and stated, very em
phatically., that he didn't want to
go to Bangor again. However, I

Richard

about

and

headed 'south

and we chugged along in the fog.
Poor George was pretty glum un
til some time later a man in a
dory suddenly loomed out of the
fog. The sun had. by now, started
to thaw out the fog and while it
turned the color of the fog to a
yellow tint, we were still sailing
In a small circle of visability and
that man and dory appeared1 very
suddenly and locked as large as
a whale. I shut off the engine
and asked the man if he could
tell us our whereabouts.
"Why,” he drawled, “You are
just off Rockport—ain't lost 'be
ye?” I told him, “No we arn’t
lost now. but we were a few
minutes ago!” I thanked him and
started the engine. Then George
came to life.
T knew where we were all the
time,” he chortled. “Your confu
sion was one of the most amusing
thing® I ever experienced. I kid
ded you just, to see if you would
give up and let me take over. Now
you are tired and I insist that you
let me take her into Rockland
while you pile up on the cushions
and rest. Come on, let me take
the wheel."
Fair enough (I told him) You
take over but watch your step and
the fog is heavy. Better use the
compass. Ill set the course for
you.” At this he gave me a merry
haw. haw. “What, use the com
pass? Why I can sail her frcm
Rockport to Rockland with both

Hodsdon. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper;
4-7. Mrs. Philip Howard. Mrs. San
ford Delano; 7-10, Mrs. David Ru
benstein, Mrs. Ina Clukey.
Friday—1-4, Mrs. Lawrence Mil
ler, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.; 4-7,
Mrs. Ida Cushing. Miss Pearl Bor
gerson; 7-10. Mrs. diaries Wotton.
Mrs Geneva Huke.
Saturday—1-4, Mrs. Earl Perry.
Mrs. Seymour Cameron; 4-7, Miss
Beth Hager. Mrs. Bernice Ream;
Hurricane Caye. Author Mai ga
7-10, Mrs. Roy E. Estes, Mrs. Ida
ret Shedd. Publishers, Harper &
Dondis.
Brothers. New York.
Sunday—1-4. Mrs. Lottie M.
William Saroyan has said of Mar
Spear, M ss Lucy Ball; 4-7, Mrs. Islgaret Shedd, “She ts one of the truly
dor Gordon, Mrs. Joseph Emery, Jr.;
itmarkable writers of our time. Her
7-10. Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Mis.
work has a sharpness, an honesty,
an ease, and at the same time, a
Mildred Sweeney.
warmth and generousness of feeling
Monday. July 13—1-4. Mrs. H. V.
that is beautiful." I hope to see it
Tweedie,
Mrs. Putnam Bicknell;
reach higher.
4-7,
Mrs.
R.
B. Magune, Mrs. Ernest
In this strange and startling novel,
human beings are drawn in all the
Keywood; 7-10. Mrs. Clarence
breadth and loneliness that comes
Munsey, Mrs. C. F. French.
to lives located in Jungle sections
Tuesday. July 14-1-4, Mrs. Don
of Central America, where groups of
ald
H Fuller, Mrs. John Pomeroy;
persons work out the pattern of
their personal conflicts of life and
4-7, Mrs. Elmer Trask, Mrs. J. A.
love—in sickness, in sorrow and in
Jameson; 7-10, Mrs. Arthur Doher
death. Here is a deep conflict,
ty, Mrs. Samuel Small.
skilfully blended, with relaxed living
Substitute list—Miss Mabel Spear,
and again controlled power, then
passion base and pitiful emotions,
Mrs. Howard Crozier. Mrs. Doris
also sweet youth developing an
Fogg. Mrs. Ralph Feyler. Mrs. Ivy
idealized romance.
Brackett, Mrs. C. E. DanieLs, Mrs.
Margaret Shedd has both dignity
A. P. Richardson, Mrs. Roy E. Wel eyes shut!”
and strength In her weaving of life’s
ker. Mrs. David L. McCarty.
problems. Her description of the a guest.
“All right, take over and don't
storms that swiftly overtake the
wake
me until we are at my moor
workers in these Cayes is remark
OUR ARMED FORCES
Heavy barge* plying the Rhine
ing.
”
With
that I stretched out on
able.
Here are the names of five South the cushions and closed my eyes,
This story Is full of exotic beauty, must stop at Mannheim, while
but overshadowed by rottenness and lighter barges can proceed up Thomaston men which were omit but I had no Intention of napping.
lack of standards, set in a modem stream to Switzerland.
ted:
•Call me if you need me," I sleepi
world of looseness that rather drags
Maurice
Rackliffe
ly
said, and lay there—waiting.
down the reader to unpleasant
The United States was the first
Earl Hopkins.
About a half hour later a bellow
levels. One will desire to find this
Austin Ripley
author’s painting of more beautiful, to land an airplane on the deck
from George brought me to my
If less picturesque locale. "Hurri of a ship—the U. S. S. Pennsyl
George Kittredge
feet.
“What is it?" I shouted.
cane Caye” Ls the first book by vania in 1911.
Carl Piper.
•Don't just knew, he bellowed,
Margaret Shedd but it will not be
the last. Human interest and mys
“We are surrounded by land! Land
tery mix well, and vividly told tales
on both sides and land ahead.
take the mind from troubles at our
You take her!"
door.
K. S. F.
He had done just w’hat I sus
BY F. 0. BAILEY CO., AUCTIONEERS
The American Legion has ft
pected he would do—'Kept land on
membership of 1.087.000.
h4s right and sailed right into
“Clam Cove." Part of my child
hood had been spent there and I
knew every foot of that section,
At the Residence of the Late Mary 0. Elkins
both land and watAr and I sudden
Waldoboro, Maine
ly became the victim of a mean
desire to give my pilot a scare.
THURSDAY, JULY 16, 1942
I turned the boat about and
when I left the cove I hugged the
At 10 A. M. and 1.30 P. M.
All Makes of Carsl
right bank and headed for the
Consisting of Antique Sideboards, Dining Table and Chairs, Sofa.
narrow
channel between Ram Is
Rockers, Bureaus, Spool Beds, Lamps, Brass Fire Place Equip
1
41T47B
land
and
the mainland—Warren
ment, Stands, Prints, Paintings; several articles of modem fur
- ton
When
we went through the
niture such as Mahogany Tambour Desk, Chain, Rockers, Bed?,
channel,
where
the water was only
l.edding, large amount of China and Glam; also a fine Electric
four
to
six
feet
deep my pilot let
Range, Kitchen Utensils and Equipment.
P.OCKIANO
out a wild yell and started for the
07-69
'1
“tender'’ rope to pull the boat

Important Sale of Antique and Modern

Household Furniture and Effects

WE SERVICE

Ship Worker Feted

Get Pay Increases

“If a bomb drops and nothing
Fred H. Sylvester, hull weights
happens,
it is doubly dangerous.
men's Pay Bin recently, pay in- engineer at Pore River, was feted
creases, as high as $30 per month, today in a farewell by associates and Don’t touch it.” This is the warn
are now available for servicemen presented with a gift cf a ship’s ing of Col. F. H Farnum. Direc
tor of Maine Civilian Defense,
in the Navy, it was announced at clock.
I
the Bangor Navy recruiting staSylvester, whose heme is at 753 who has provided for the detec
Commercial
street,
Weymouth tion and disposal of unexploded
tion.
Apprentice Seamen
$50 per Heights, will retire Tuesday after bombs through a corps of Bomb
27 years at Pore River for the Reconnaisance Agents.
month.
“Unexpkided bombs probably are
Second Class Seamen — $64 per greater part of which he was su
equipped
with a delayed action
pervisor.
month.
fuse
and
may
go off within a few
He is attached to the scientific di
First Class Seamen — $66 per
vision, estimating section, and has minutes, or possibly not for a
month.
per
a key job in the advancement of matter of days," Col. Farnum ex
Petty Officers, 3rd—$78
naval architecture from the realm plained. "But don’t wait for some
month.
p
er
of conjecture to factual values in thing to happen. Time is precious.
Petty Officers. 2d — $06
Call an air raid warden or police.”
his specialty.
month. ,
Not that the warden or police
Sylvester originated and perfect
Petty Officers, 1st — $114 per
man
would' pick up ihe missile and
ed the weights system used in remonth.
cart
it
off to the city dump. Oh no,
Chief Petty Officers (Acting ap- porting vital statistics in connection
the
police
and wardens are too
pointment)—$126 per month.
(with World War I naval ships. He
wise
for
that.
They would imme
Chief Petty Officers (Permanent ,has worked steadily in the section
diately
send
for
the nearest Bomb
appointment)—$138 per month.
j ever since and has seen it grew in
Reconnaisance
Agents,
a hundred
For every three years ol service 'size and importance as a liason bethe pay of Navy men Ls increased tween the practical and technical. of whom are stationed at strate
5 percent of his base pay, and 20 I Por the past quarter century Syl- gic parts of Maine and who are
percent increase is available tor vpster has kept infinite record of trained to deal with just such in
foreign service or service at sea. launching and inclining experiment cidents.
When the (Reconnaisance Agent
— weights on all ships built by Fore
arrives
on the scene he decides on
up. so wc could abandon ship River for the U. S. navy and was
the
kind,
size, and nature of the
when she struck those jagged alded by loyal and talented assomis®ile.
But
even he doesn't
rodks which looked1 much nearer elates.
touch
the
messenger
of death. He
the surface than they really were, | Sylvester was given a scroll on
puts
in
a
hurry-up
call for the
and rew to safty. I guess I which were inscribed the signatures
Army
Disposal
Squad,
which will
laughed' plenty.
Anyhow my ,of leaders at Fore River among
proceed
to
remove
the
death-deal

“deepsea" comrade got red in the whom for the yard was William H.
face, sat down as far aft as he Collins, general manager and for ing fuse and timing mechanism.
could get and was sulky the rest the navy was Lieut. Comdr. Mario This is no work for the amateur
G. Vangeli, U3.N. hull design officer. but there is a way to do it with a
of the trip.
He was born in Rcckport, 68 minimum of danger and the Army
The engine was now skipping
years
ago and will leave the port of Disposal Unit knows the latest
and I didn't dare tinker with it
Quincy
Wednesday for his birth tricks that (Herr Hitler has used
for fear it might stop altogether
and make a long row in the ten place where he has bought a home to maim and', destroy his victims.
der .necessary. This gave Oeorge in which to enjoy the life amid the
a chance to say a lot of not too scenes of boyhood days. HLs home
GLENMERE
pleasant thing® about my boat, my on King Oak Hill, in which he now
Mrs. Elsie Giles and daughter,
engine and my Ignorance of the lives, has been sold by him.
Mrs. William Keene of Brookline,
Sylvester took an active parti in Mass., are at Wayside Farm for the
sea and boat sailing.
Just before we got to my moor the affairs of the maritime fra Summer.
ing I tock a chance at investigat ternity here and is a member of the
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lumb and
ing the engine trouble—she was Society of American Shipbuilders family of New Jersey have arrived
getting too much gas. I had and Designers, the Fore River Long at their cottage.
regulated the mixture very care Service club, and the Pore River Su
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of Rockland
fully when we started the trip and pervisors Association.
spent Wednesday with her father,
Sylvester is recognized here as a Byrcn Davis.
knew no change would be neces
distinctive
character among steel
sary on the trip. I asked George
Mrs. C. A. Schellens has been
if he had done anything to the en- ' shipbuilders. His bearing has al- passing a few days with relatives in
gine while I was lying dbwn and , *'a-vs been circumspect and with his Clifton, Mass.
he said he had. Said he thought attire made him a figure to be nctMr. and Mrs. John Easton of Cape
she would go faster if she had ed. Thas he will be missed by men Cod, Mass., arrived Thursday for
more gas. so he gave her a bit of the industry is current thought, two weeks’ stay at the “Van Buren."
more after wei left Rockport.
| In presenting Sylvester with the
Mts, Thurley Hccking and three
With the passing of the service

I decided right there that as a Sift,

navigator and engineer some peopie would make excellent ditch
diggers.
However, I got m.v sailing papers,
we had1 a good trip, learned a
good lesson and George and I re
mained good friends. So what I
FROM CAMP SUTTON
Camp Sutton, July 1.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have been transferred to head
quarters battery.
It sure is a treat to get the news^
from home. I do enjoy The Cou
rier-Gazette very much. I praise
God also that there are a few pa
pers that are still open to the Gospel.
There are so many that compel you
to quote things according to regu-.
lation and some of the Gospel they
will not print It really makes one’s
heart rejoice that there are still
some of these channels open.
Raymond Kenniston, 141 F. A. Hq.
Btry., 2d Bn, Camp Sutton. N. C.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

- < -

Adams

A

succinctly children of Melrose Highlands, Mass, planting evergree end hardwood
trees around the Grange halls and
assemblage in are passing two weeks at M s. Hook schocl buildings in various com
is a token cf ing's former home.
munities and encouraging the

i the sentiments of the
which he said, “This
friendship and good luck.” -from
Charles Ward returned Friday to planting of trees and shrubs to
Quincy Patriot Ledger.
Lynn, Mass.. Mrs. Ward remaining beautify farm homes.
for a longer period at “Home
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thcmas and two
children cf Lynn.
Dr. and Mrs. Merrill with family
and servants of Cambridge, Mass.,
are at their cottage for a few weeks.

YOUR OWN q«»to,

is 10%/

★ ★ if
Lend your country 10% of your yay
or have tha Naiit and Japa take
(not borrow) 100% I
That'a what wa and every ona of
ua face today!
Victory qr defeat I
Buying War Bond* or tailing our
selves into alaveryl
Getting tough with onrselvea er
getting taken by tha Asia I
. Your quota—and everybody's quo
ta—ia 10% of wage* or Income
saved in WAR BONDI and
STAMPS!
Join America's all-out offenaive
... increase your WAR BOND sav
ings to at least 10%—NOW!
Gat tha details from your employ
er, bank, poet office or other WAR
BOND aalaa agency . . . TODAY!

July 6—Appleton Strawberry fi
val at Community hall, benefit U
July 9-10-11
(las
rationing
Rockland High School
July 29
Thoma-ton
Annual >
cert by Baptist Choral Society
July 31
Reunion Rixklaiid Hh
School Class 1904 at Undercroft
Peter's Episcopal Church
Aug 6 Warren Joint meeting
Woman's Club
and
lllith
Scl
Alumni
Knox County Field
Auk. 7

O.E.S. at Thomaston.

A reader hands us this itrnl

"The only violation of the ti
works ruling was afforded by ti
wife of a prominent citizen, wl
attracted the attention of the <

police.
Any and all skilled worknir
who are willing to leave the ci
are asked to get in touch with t
unemployment, office. Main stre
There is an urgent demand
local truck drivers, pulpwood nil
ters. daily laborers and fini
carpenters.
Misses I'va Jones. Leola ©hai
Oaynelle McIntyre. Virginia Ri
ards, Catherine Simonton, ar

Eleanor Sargent. Student nur
at Knox Hospital are on mi die
obstetrical affiliation

and

at

ti)

Central Maine General Hospit
in Lewiston.

Dale Knight. Frederick Andc
son and Robert. Annis are enroll
at the YMCA. Camp at La
Cotolbo sse ec o n te e.
Mrs. Harold Simonson of Cli
ton spent Monday in Rockland
Mrs. Inez Blaisdell is supplyi
at Knox Hospital while Miss Etii)
Payson is cn her vacation.
'Rockland will have a test ba<

out and mobilization Wednesd.
night, time not to be announci
There will be no incidents.

The alert of preliminary signal
» blackout should not be co
"used with the blackout signal il
self. Thc alert is a warning f<
Civilian Defense workers to gathl
—short blasts cf tiie sirens. Til
blackout, comes with tiie full lou
blasts some 20 minutes later.
Visitors ln Washington, D. C
can get copies of The Courier-Gij
zette at the Metropolitan Ne
Agency, 603
West—adv.

15th

Nort
58*|

street,

For dependable radio servl
call the Radio Siiop, Tel. 844
Main street. Complete Philco hr
—adv.
80-

NOTICE!
Commencing July 8, 1942, an^

until further notice, (lie W’edni

day evening sen ice of

CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Rockland. Maine,

will begin at 7.00 P. M.

instead of 7.30 P, M.

Moosehead Coffee House

k

MAILMMT

Our fighting men are doing
their share. Here at home
tbe least we can do is put 10%
of our income in War Ronds
for our share in America.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Charter No. 13734

and Cabins

CHICKEN AND STEAK WNNEII
LUNCHES AND SOFT DRINK
Edith Barney, Tel. 126. Greenvil
65'

Reserve District No. 1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

• • •

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAY, 8.15

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

Organized May 8, 1888

$765,014 93
1,056 373 85
290.596 25

United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
Other bonds, notes and debentures ..............
Corporate stocks (Including $9,100 00 stock
oftnK)
....................................................

of

Federal

Reserve

9.100 00

Cash, balances with other banka, including reserve balance and
cash Items ln process of collection .............................................................. 1.031.911 89

Premises owned $33,700 00. furn lture and fixtures none
Other assets ................................................

RESOURCES
Loans On Shares ............................. ....................................................
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
.........................................
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (Direct Reduction) ...........
Real Estate in Process of Foreclosure ...........................................
Real Estate in Proces sof Foreclosure.............................................
Stock in Federal Home Loan Bank ...............................................
Other Investment Securities .............................................................
Furniture and Fixtures .....................................................................
Cash cn Deposit ....................................................................................
Cash on Hand
Other Resources

Total

$13,$71
125,3*5
615,114
1,423
1,423
7.200
2,000
1.190
17 326
2,921
7,166

$0
DO
ll
9i
95
00
83
89
14
09
67

$793,407 47
. ..t
LIABILITIES
Accumulated Capital (Free Shares) ............................................... $348434 71
Accumulated Capital (Mortgage Pledged Shares) ....................
77.273 83
Accumulated Capital (Pledged for Share loans) ........................
27,804 $t
Advahce Payments ..................-..........................................................
1.803 61
Prepaid. Shares Certificates ............................................................... 167,800 Of)
Guaranty Fund ................................................... <...............................
43,404 01
Profits 1..................................... I-......................................................... —......
94.561 $3
3.145 44
Restrvired for Uncollected Interest
rrowed Money ..................................................................................
30,000 OO
CSorro®

$793,407 47

6006
Wl

Number of Shares Outstanding

Assets

-------------------------------------- ......................... ...........................

HOMER E. ROBINSON,
Bank Conunieaiener.

33.700 00
575 25

PROHIBITED

Dumping of Rubbish Is Prohibit'
On thc Davis Ixit at Tenant’s Ha
FRANK MORRIS.

bor.

Tenant's Harbor.

$3,187,272 17

LIABILITIES
of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
$936 704 99
Tfipe deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and c-rporatlons ...
1.635 197 96
Deposits of united States Government (Including postal ravings)
13 371 61
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
155.081 39
Deposits of banks ................ . .....................................
54 805 41
Other deposits (certified and cashier's ch^s7 '’etc.V
2.899 50
Total Deposits ........................................................................ $2,798,060 86

Other liabilities _....

6 750 95

Total Liabilities

$2,804,811 8)
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

$125 non oo

Surplus ................................................. ...... . ..............................
Undivided profits ...............................
...............................................
R«*®rv«» -—------- - —________ ;

in oon no
79557 09
903 n

Total Capital Accounts ............. ...........................

$382,460 36

Total Liabilities and Capital Aoeouhts

1

Total

........___ ..... _........ ..

..... "

..... .............. '—.............. —....................

^w* •eCUrM * Pltdted

For information leading to (h

arrest and conviction of any per
son or persons having stolen
poultry

from

members

of

thc

sociation of Warren, Maine.

C. A. WEBB.

President.
JOHN RINES, Treasurer,

C B. TOLMAN, Vice Pres.
66-70

$3,187,272 1’

_
MEMORANDA
Pledged assets (book value):
United States Government obligations direct and <ni«r«nr»od
Pledged to secure deposits and Sther llabtfX
guaranteed.
Other assets pledged to secure deposits and other' nebliltira
Secured Liabilities;

$50.00 REWARD

Poultry Producers’ Protective As

Capital Stock
Common Stock, total par $129,000 00...................

k
$5,000 on
34.641 25

BURPEE’S

$39,641 25

to requirement, of

$20,888 38
Total

FUNERAL' HOME

$20,888 38

State o< Maine. County of Knox aa.
I. Jos Eknery.-Cashier of
Sworn to and subscribed before me

-kU.

Attendance Prize, $10.00
Lucky Game, $8.00
Door Prize, $3.00

In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on June 30, 1942.
Published in response to call made by the Comptroller of the Currency
Under Section ?211, U. S. Revised Statutes
A88BT8
Loans and discounts ...................................................

DIRECTORS—A. Judson Bird, B. E. Flanders, Thomas H. Chisholm,
Walter P. Conley, Charles H, Duff. Edward F. Glover, 1.'Lawton Bray,
J. Albert Jameson, J. Fred Knight, Walter H. Spear, LeForest A. Thurston.

BENEFIT BEANO

—OF THE— •

BUILDING ASSOCIATION

J. ALBERT JAMESON. Pres.
I. LAWTON BRAY, Sec.-Treas.
EDWARD F. GLOVER, Vice Pre*.

of Shares Pledged
qf Shareholders ..........
of Loans,.......................
of Borrowers--------------

TALK OF THE TOW

FIRST CHURCH OF

June 22, 1942
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Acres.” She has as guests this week

ROCKLAND. ME.
As Shown By Ito Books

„. • -

In
nearly
every
organized
Grange State during the present
season schools of instruction have
been held for the training Of
workers, presided over by the Mas
ter of the State Grange or other
competent cfficial. In some instan
ces one suc.h school has covered
the State, while in others workeis
have been brought together for
group schools, but with identical
programs at each. Noteworthy
among them all was the annual
short course for Grange lecturers
in Ohio, hekt four days and with
the best attendance since ttie
course was started 14 years ago
Approximately 200 woikers came
to Columbus this year from all
parts of the State.
Great enthusiasm prevails at
Spokane, Washington, over the
coming of the 76th annual session
of the National Grange next No
vember. and the various busine; and civic organizations will com
bine in extending a welcome to the
Grange delegates from nearlv 40
States.
Each year the Pennsylvania
State Grange awards scholarships
to deserving young people, one
known as the Home Economics
Scholarship Fund and the other
as the Ellis M. Santee Fund The
former has new reached an
ameunt exceeding $4,009. the latter
better than $2500. The Santee
Fund also helps toward higher
educational privileges, but attached
to It is the interesting stipulation
that no student shall be eligible to
its benefits who either smokes, or
drink9 intoxicating liquors
Add another name to the list of
Grange Governors throughout the
country—(Hon. Sumner Sewall rf
Maine, who with Mrs. Sewall was
recently initiated into West Rath
Grange, later into Sagadahoc Po
mona and is now locking forward
to next December, when he and
his wife plan to take the sixth de
gree while guests at the annual
session of the Maine State Grange
All but one of the six New Eng
land) Governors are new enthusias
tic GFange members.
Hedgesville Grange, No. 1392. tn
Steuben ccunty, New York, puts
forth the claim to an age record
of Its officers for 1942 that will be
difficult to challenge.
A new
corps of leaders was elected this
year and it is interesting to find
that-the average age of 11 of them
was 1714 years at the time of elec
tion Jan. 1st. The master, now
serving his fifth consecutive year
was scarelv past ?1 years old when
flrst installed and this year's lec
turer was only 17 years old when
elected.
Many Granges throughout the
nation observed Child Health Day
May 1st with appropriate pro
grams on their nearest regular
meetings; and in many instances,
supplemented by health demon
strations of various sorts.
Juvenile Granges in Idaho are

expressed

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
, of c the

ROCKLAND LOAN

Nation’s Grangers

“Messenger Of Death” i

A Motor Trip To Bangor What Enlisted Men In li. 9. Rockport Man Given Party If a Bomb Drops, and Noth
ing Happens, It’s Doubly
Navy Will Now
Which Ended At “Clam
By Fore River Mates—
Dangerous
Cove”
Receive
Returns Home

, Thou shalt worship the lord thy
God, and him only shalt thou
serve.—Matt. 4:10.

by Hale Cushman and Flint, Boston.
Our country takes her comics
quite as seriously as she takes her
fruit and coffee regularly. And it
Is quite as upset If one member of
(Little Orphan Annie or Moon Mul
lins or their favorite ls missing, as
if their coffee is not forth coming.
In these pictures we find groups
of our American public, in some
stupid and overdrawn, idotlc stuff;
in many others really excellent hu
mor is picturized the great Ameri
can public humorist and with one
point aimed at, to amuse and en
tertain.
Martin Sheridan has worked with
the artists of these fascinating
characters and has here told the
story of these creators, and inci
dents of their adventures.
One really can never tell when
starting these strips about their
future. They may steal the show
or they may fall flat. ThLs book
gives much of interesting history of
the cartoons and of the American
cartoonists.
The book covers a very important
American field and will be especially
prized and enjoyed by all young
minded Americans. The book Ls
full up with fascinating illustra
tions and the men and their work
are well worth writing about. This
book is really a new thought in giv
ing the world some of the Inside
story of hard working American
cartoonists.
K. S. F.

Tuesday-Friday
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JLmbnlance Service
JOS

HMERY. cashier.

thl3 6th day of Jviy. 1942
D. C. Leach. Notary Public.
Correct Attestjogfph w Roun; on
KENNEDY CRANE,
HAROLD S LEACH

Ol rectors

f

k11 S,

TELEPHONES
BM oe 781-1 or 781-11

UMEKOCK STREET
BOCKLAND, ME.
ll»-tf
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Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black and
Lewis Black and Mrs. William
Robinson was guests over the
week-end of Mr. and Mrs. Black's
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Crowell of Portsmouth, N. H. Also
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Black of
Allston, Mass, was guest of his
sister, Mrs. Charles Crowell.

Clifford Oliver who has been
assistant manager of the local A.
& P. stores, Main street left Mon
day morning for Portland where
he will do relief managers woik
until he Ls placed in some regular
store. He has served the public in
the Rcckland market for 16 years
ar.d will be missed by his many
friends.

A recruiting party from the
Navy Recruiting Station in Port
land will be in Rockland all day
today, to accept applications for
enlistment and answer inquiries
pertaining to

Pane Three

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

Knox and Lincoln Men Aro Eighty Knox County Citizens
Named On Regional
Have Contributed To the
Committee
Blood Bank

By Pauline Ricker

the naval services.

Headquarters are in the Post Office
building, and preparations have
been made to give preliminary
examinations to all applicants.
Lreut. L. V. Walker, Jr., in charge
of the party, declared that under
the recently modified physical requirements for enlistment, many
men are now acceptable who may
have been previously rejected. For
this reason, he urged all men interested in joining the navy or the
naval reserve, to visit the post
office on that date and submit to
an examination.

Keep ’Em Flowing

The Victory Fund

William W .Paddock, president of
Eighty citizens of Knox County
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, have now received cards noting ex
announces tlie appointment of Har pressions of gratitude and informa
Ashley leach ks on a two week's
old
R. Stone, president. First Na tion of blood grouping from the
vacation from Crockett's store.
The Junior Auxiliary of the
tional Bank, Belfast; Charles C. Central Maine Blood and Plasma
■
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth has re is having a picnic supper at the
Wood, president, Camden National Bank. Already certain individuals
turned to the Medford Hospital home of Mrs. Bernice Snowman. 49
;
Bank; Robert K. Tukey, cashier. have given two donations as may
where .she is employed, after Crescent street Thursday, at 6 30.
First National Bank, Damariscotta; be permitted after two mouths.
spending a week with her parents If the weather should be unfavor
Others have signified their inten
j
Edward J. Hellier, treasurer, treas tion tp repeat. Without exception
A reader hands us this item: Mr. and1 Mrs. L. A. Perry.
able the picnic will be held Friday
‘The only violation of the fire-'
urer Rockland Savings Bank; Wil no ill effects have been suffered
night.
uorka ruling was afforded by the
der B. Blake, manager, Depositors
During the month of July no
Misses Millicent Roberts and
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
wife of a prominent citizen, who Ella Heron of Knox General Hos
clinics
will be held at the request
The firemen were called to the
Trust Co., Boothbay Harbor; Frank
attracted the attention of the city pital are on Pediatric affiliation atj residence of Mrs. C, E. Atherton.
Among those from The Samoset D. Elliot, Thomaston; Raymond G of the Central Bank. This interim
Rockland Breakwater — Several
police.
Cedar street. Monday morning to Supt. A. F. MoAlary reports 15 dinner parties preceded the first attending a dinner party given Witherell,
Children's Hospital in Portland.
manager,
Depositors becomes necessary to allow certain
put out a chimney fire. No damage feet of water ever the intake at dance of the season at The Samo Sunday by Mrs. Dean Osborne Trust Co., Waldoboro, and Wesley alterations at the processing plant
Any and all skilled workmen
Garland Crowell of Portsmouth, was reported.
Mirror Lake. In other words the set on the Fourth of July. Miss were Miss Sarah Harrison, Mrs. C. Day. manager. Depositors Trust to provide for increased efficiency.
who are willing to leave the city N. H. is visiting his grandparents,
(Westerfield,
Mrs. Co., Wiscasset. As members of the This period will give opportunity to
lake is “full up.” A ygar ago this Sarah L. Harrison entertained in George IR.
are asked to get in touch with the Mr. and Mrs. Heibert Black.
Carl Spear, formerly of the Cen time a serious drouth was in honor of Mrs. Dean Osborne and George Montgomery, Mrs. L. K. Regional Committee for this section, build up a substantial list of new
unemployment office. Main street.
tral Maine Power Company, left progress.
her house guests, Mrs. Theodore Ballard and Mr. and Mrs. Watson in the campaign of the Victory Fund donors who it is hoped will appre
There is an urgent demand for
The annual meeting of the Knox Monday morning, to take up his new
Frohne. John Fawcett and Judge H. Caldwell.
Committee of the First Federal Re ciate the continued need and come
local truck drivers, pulpwood cut County Red Cross will take place duties at the Bath Iron Works.
Lewis
Fawcett.
The new Methodist pastor. Rev.
Lieut. Randolph L. Eddy and serve District, designed to stimulate forward with their names rather
ters. daily laborers and finish Wednesday, July 15 at 7.30 p. m.. in
Judge
Victor
B.
Woolley
and
A G. Hempstead will be the guest
Mrs. Eddy entertained at dinner increased purchases of Government than await contact from local solici
A patriotic rally in the interest of
carpenters.
tors. Unnecessary delay, increased
the Tower room of the Community
Mrs.
Woolley
had
in
their
party
speaker for the Lions tomorrow.
Saturday evening Lieut. Com Bonds by large investors.
Building. The election of Chapter China relief will take place in the
the Misses Letitia and Frances mander John Merrill and Mrs.
The Regional Committee, of which expense, and general ineffle ency
Misses Iva Jones, Leola ©haw, officers will take place, reports on Community Building tonight. Mrs.
Will be thus avoided. A telephone
Pearson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Scott
Business at Witham’s Lobster
Merrill and Miss Mary Merrill and Leon A. Dodge, president. First Nacall will expedite matters and in
Gavnelle McIntyre, Virginia Rich the Red Cross activities will be j Evelyn Peaslee has prepared an in Pound has been most satisfactory entertained Mrs. John Cochran,
Jack Merrill. Mr. and Mrs. Staf- tional Bank, Damariscotta, is chairards, Catherine Simcnton. and made, and plans will be laid for next teresting program to which the pub so far this season and considerably Mrs. Frances Jackson and1 Mrs.
sure the continued success of the
ford Congdon gave a large dinner man, will co-operate in the nation
Eleanor Sargent, Student nurses year's work. Every Red Cross mem lic is cordially invited. There will beyond the expectations of the Andirew McBurney.
campaign.
Remember in Rockland
party and took their guests to the wide Victory Fund campaign organ to contact Charles Berry, in
at Knox Hospital are on medical ber should attend and vote. It is be no admission charged, but a sil owners. July Fourth over 270
Mrs. Estella Ficks. Miss Helen opening dance of the season. W. ized by Federal Reserve Districts
Thomaston, Mrs. Arthur McDonald,
and obstetrical affiliation at the hoped that all Branches will be well ver collection will be taken up for guests were served at this popular Ficks and Miss Estelle Ficks of
K. Whipple was host to another under the direction of Henry Mor- in Camden, Mrs. J. Riker Proctor.
the relief.
Central Maine General Hospital represented.
genthau, Jr.. Secretary of the Treas
eating place on the Atlantic Cincinnati, and Mrs. George M. large party.
Donations of blood are cf prime
in Lewiston.
Snow
of
Providence
have
arrived
ury. Mr. Paddock Ls general chair
Opportunity Class met Thursday Highway.
Watson
H.
Caldwell
won
the
importance.
Donations of money to
Gene Hammon's Orchestra will
for the season. Other arrivals
man for the First Federal Reserve
niglit
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Alvie
defray
actual
expense are of onlv
provide
music
for
Company
L
’
s
Kidker's
Tournament
while
Miss
Dale Knight. Frederick Ander
District, and John O. Stubbs ls
Miss Ellen Daly, R. N.. superin for the holiday included Mr. and
Wooster
with
20
members
present.
slightly
less
import.
Many pe< pie
benefit
dance
tomorrow
night
at
the
Grace
Eddy
and
Joseph
I.
Young
son and Robert Annis are enrolled
executive manager of the campaign,
tendent of Knox Hospital recent Mrs. E W. Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs.
The
annual
class
picnic
will
be
held
can
qualify
in
both
respects. In
Armory.
Dancing
will
be
from
9
to
won
the
Putting
Tournament.
at the YMCA. Camp at Lake
with offices in the Federal Reserve
ly attended the First Anniversary H. C. Wright, Bath; Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday,
July
19
at
Marion
Lind

either
case
a
fundamental
service
12 and the proceeds will go toward
Cdbbosseccon tee.
Recent arrivals include H. B. Bank Building, Boston.
Lecture which was held in the au Fred Boston, Gardiner, Mr. and
sey's
Summer
home.
More
details
is
rendered
perhaps
to
save
the
life
the mess fund. The Armory is fully
Mrs. William A. Doe, Miss Elea Collamore, Hartford; James M.
A total of 52 regional committees
ditorium
of
the
Central
Maine
Mrs. Clara Gregory had
of a very dear friend or relative or
Mrs. Harold Simonson of Clin blacked out, so come prepared for a later.
General Hospital at Lewiston. nor Doe, Charles Doe, Boston; Mr. Darby, New York; Mrs. George M. have been formed throughout the even your own precious self. Con
ton spent Monday in Rockland.
good time as the drill blackout will charge of the program, consisting Miss Daly brought the greetings and Mrs. E. B. Fayzctte, Gerald Snow,
Providence;
and
Mrs, first Federal Reserve District, which
cf readings by Mrs. Nellie Magune
tributions of cash no matter how
not interfere with the dance.
George
Montgomery,
Milford,
Dela.
Fayzette.
Lewiston.
includes all New England with the small will not be scorned and should
Mrs. Inez Biaisdell is supplying
and Mrs. Corris Randall, and games from the Maine Nursing Associa
exception of a small part of Con
At Knox Hospital while Miss Ethel
Harold B. Kaler of 132 Limerock and Bible quizzes. Refreshments tion, of which she is president. At
be given to Capt. K. ap Rice, Red
necticut. City and town committees Cross Headquarters, 447 Main sti cet,
Payson is on her vacation.
ISLE
AU
HAUT
street, has been accepted for Vol were served by the hostess, assisted this time, the Edward Curtis True,
are also being established in the Rockland.
unteer Officer Candidate training, by Miss Alice McIntosh and Mrs. Memorial Library was opened for
Walter F. Rich
California
various regions.
inspection.
Miss
Daly
is
most
en

Rockland will have a test back- and will soon report for duty.
Keep ’em Flowing
Elizabeth Williamson.
This community was shocked and
Connecticut
thusiastic in her praise of this
out and mobilization Wednesday
C. Harold Jameson, M.D,
saddened June 20 when it became
Delaware
COURAGE
night, time not to be announced.
Richard S. Brown, assistant fine library which contains one
It will be something of a shock
Local
Director of Blood Bank
known that one of its most highly
Florida
Let us not forget in cur prayers
There will be no incidents.
to lovers of the former Boston- manager of a McLellan store in of the best and largest col
respected citizens Walter Rich lost
each day, to think deeply of the
Georgia
Bangor line steamers “Belfast" Sanford, spent the holiday week lection of books and periodicals
courage
that must hold up the
Illinois
The alert of .preliminary signal to and “Camden" to learn that the end with his parents Mr. and Mrs. for nurses. It has been made pos his life while returning in his boat
hearts
of
our
boys and men who face
Indiana
» blackout should not be con- beautiful triple screw turbine ex Nestor S. Brown.
sible through the generosity and from the MacDonald weir at the
thLs war and the unknown evil it
Louisana
portends. The brave lads who go
used witli the blackout signal it press liners, now in government
wisdom of Mrs. Adele Dohme West Side, to his home at Rich's
down to the deeps in our subs; the
Cove.
It
Ls
not
known
just
what
Massachusetts
self. The alert is a warning for hands, have been stripped of all
Gov. Sumner Sewall has recently True in memory of her husband,
boys who go high aloft in planes as
happened
as
he
was
alone
in
the
Michigan
Civilian Defense workers to gather their houses. Nothing but the appointed Mrs. Dorothy R. Chris Edward Curtis True.
well
as the soldiers, marines and
boat, but when Gooden Grant who
New Hampshire
■short blasts cf the sirens. The stacks protruded above the steel tofferson, municipal vice-chairman
sailors who face their tasks with
The Garand semi-automatic rifle,
New Jersey
high courage. We have prayed
blackout comes with the full long hulls recently as the ships were of the Woman’s Division of Civilian
Mrs. Clifford W. A. Oliver and son was ahead of him in his own boat,
which
is the standard issue today
with
others,
looked
back
he
saw
Mr.
Rich
in
the
New
York
Lee were guests a few days recently
blasts some 20 minutes later.
being transformed into freighters. Defense for the city.
“
God
give
us
men,
a
time
like
thLs
for
the
U. S. army, is superior to
water, clinging to the side of the
North Carolina
of Mts. Adelbert Jameson, Tenant’s
It is understood that the former
demands, strong minds, great hearts, the old Springfield rifle in many re
Visitors ln Washington, D. C.,
Ohio
Stewart Gross, a roomer at the Harbor. Edwin Doyle is now guest boat. The theory is that he had
true faith and ready hands.”
spects. We literally need millions
can get copies of The Courier-Ga "Chester W. Chapin,” of the same Foss House, was found cn the street of his daughter, Mrs. Oliver, at.In been seized with a heart attack or
Oregon
We know little of what it takes to of these fast shooting powerful rifles
size,
was
being
given
similar
treat

zette at the Metropolitan News
be a parachute jumper. Harken to to equip our army. They cost $83
fainting spell and had fallen over
Panama
Agency, 603 15th street, North ment. The ships made up the near there Saturday nght trying to graham Hill.
this fine letter from one of our each and are being manufactured at
board.
Tlie
boat
was
not
moving
as
Pennsylvania
get
to
his
room.
He
was
bleeding
West.—adv.
58*tf Colonial Lines’ fleet, Providence to
brave
lads high in moral integrity: the rate of one a minute. They fire
Rhode Island
badly about the head and face. Dr. There will be a rehearsal of East the engine had been thrown out of
“Mother, dear: I became a qualified sixty 30-calibre shells a minute.
New
York,
known
as
“
Arrow",
For dependable radio service
South Carolina
parachute jumper today, after mak
Weisman rendered medical assist ern Star officers and substitutes gear.
ing five jumps in four days. It is a
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517 “Comet" and “Meteor".
Texas
ance to the man. who seemed to Friday, July 10 in the Masonic hall,
Artificial respiration was applied,
grand feeling to be able to wear
Main street. Complete Philco line,
Vermont
have received a severe shock and who will instruct in the school of and Dr. Arnold Brown was sum
those silver wings. I think coming
—adv.
60-tf
Virginia
moned from Stonington, but death
Gross—At Rockland. July 3, to Mr could not tell what had happened instruction at Camden on July 14.
out of that door Ls the hardest
arrid Mrs. Charles E Oross, a daughter to him. He was taken to Knox Hos
Washington
thing I have ever done in my life,
had come suddenly.
Carolyn Virginia.
but then again, that ride down Ls
West
Virginia
Littlefield—At Rockland. July 5, to pital where it is reported that he is
Local firemen, under the direction
Mr. Rich was born here Dec. 3.
probably
the greatest thrill! It is
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Littlefield, a son.
Goulding -At Owls Head. July 4, to resting comfortably. The police are of Chief Van Russell, held a workout 1901, youngest son of Edwin and
very hard on nerves though; my
Every one of the 40,000,000 em
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Goulding. a thoroughly investigating the mat for the, information of the firemen
Alfarata Gross Rich. He had lived were bearers. The house was filled whole body ached from that open ployed persons in America could
daughter.
Commencing July 8. 1912, and
Pierce At Rockland. July 1. to Mr. ter but have been unable as yet to ln the use of chemical fire-fight- on the island all his life, and for with relatives and friends, and the ing shock and landing, but the phy easily buy one of these rifles for the
until further notice, the Wednes
and Mrs. Charles Pierce, a
son~~ determine whether Gross had been lng at Schofield-White Park July 4 many years had been engaged in floral tributes were many and beau sical training has me in the best army. Not that we need that many,
Randall Charles.
shape I have ever been in. With all but the reserve could go into shells
day evening sci^ioe of
struck, or had received injury by a
lobster fishing. He had served as tiful, silent evidence of the love and by love.—G.
MARRIED
other much needed supplies.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse announced town treasurer for several years, esteem in which he was held. In
fall.
P. S.—I have made a pay reserva and
FIRST CHURCH OF
Buy
more
and more War Bonds and
Gordon-HarrinKton — At Rockland.
today that gas rationing for the was an exceptionally fine citizen, terment was in the family cemetery tion to buy a Defense Bond each top the quota in your county by in
July 4. Louts Gordon of Iowa and
month.
”
There
will
'be
a
meeting
of
the
Marlon Louise Harrington of Rock
towns of Owl’s Head, Cushing, South always ready to lend a helping hand, at Rich's Cove.
vesting at least ten percent of your
• • • *
CHRIST, SCIENTIST
land. By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Knox
County
Camera
Club
tonight
Attending the funeral from out This Ls a fair example of thou income every pay day.
Thomaston St. George and Friend and his neighborly acts of friendli
Crowley-Andrews — At
Rockland.
July 4. Jeremiah Crowley and Jane at the Richard Bird cottage on
Rockland, Maine.
ship will take place July 9. 10 and ness and good will were extended to of town were Floyd Rich of Jack- sands of letters that come to
Clalfe Andrews, both of Stratford.
Mirror
Lake.
The
members
will
Conn.—By Rev. James Savage
11 at 6-9» p. m. in the same places as the Summer residents as well as the son, Mich., Annice Carver of Vinal- mothers and fathers from over our
will begin at 7.00 P. M.
Borgerson-Peterson
At Rockland. leave the Western Union office at
Haven, Mrs. Clifford Allen, Mrs. land—full of brave and high cour
before.
i
July
3.
Donald
Borgerson
and
Dorothy
instead of 7.30 P. M.
island friends.
age with not a complaint, but wish
Peterson, both of Rockland. By Rev. 6 p. m.
Weather permitting, a
“Uncle Walt" as he was affec Addie Rogers. Miss Priscilla Rob ing for action. It is a hard thing
Roy Welker.
Last Wednesday when all business tionately called was especially in inson of Rockland, Albert Coombs for parents to feel that this condi
Vamnah-Burns At Rockport, July 4. series of sunset pictures will be
Clyde R Vannah and Miss Millicent C. taken, with a prize offered for the
was suspended for tlie 15 minutes’ terested in all the children of the of Deer Isle, Willis Coombs of Port tion must be the ultimate result of
Burns, both ol Waldoboro.
best print. Everyone attending is sale of war stamps, E. B. Crock community and helped gladly in ali land, Leona Robinson of Thomas civilization; that the second time in
Moosehead Coffee House
DIED
requested to take a box lunch.
ett Company employes sold $45. the efforts for their interest and en ton, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Coombs, a bit over a score of years the World
is at each other's throats. The
and Cabins
Stimpson — At Rockland. July 4.
They are well underway on 4% sales joyment. His was a gentle spirit of Mrs. Herbert Morse, George Coombs, dLsmay of heaven must 'be desolat
Kmlly L., widow of WUUam Henry
CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS Stimpson. aged 80 years. 11 months,
Dates for the rationing cf gas in for the month of July.
kindliness, friendship for all. He Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bowen of Bath, ing. How shocking that a woman
15 days. Burial ln Oamden.
LUNCHES AND SOFT DRINKS
Rcckland
have been changed to the
and many relatives, friends and or man would for one minute halt
Grover
—
At
Owls
Head,
July
3.
Jo

Edith Barney, Tel. 126, Greenville
any action taken to help to defeat
seph W Grover, aged 77 years. 10 9, 10 and 11th. it was announced by
Members of Edwin Libby Relief was a member of Reliance Lodge Brother Masons from Stonington.
65*67 months. 1 clay Burial ln Islesboro.
F.A.M.
of
Stonington.
the enemy at our very shores. Ijet’s
Corps are invited to the home of
Hayden—At Keene. N. H.. July 5. Supt. Allen today.
all help in every way possible the
He
is
survived
by
three
sisters
Alden Hayden, a native of South
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff, Berkeley
efforts (being made by courageous 'u
Thomaston, aged 94 years. 1 month. 5
The
richest
single
oil
field
in
Clara
Barter.
Elizabeth
and
Ava
Capt. Robert S. Holt, having com street tomorrow at 2 o'clock to play
days
Funeral ln Medford. Mass, at
hearts for safety.
K. S. F.
2 30 this afternoon.
pleted
a six weeks' course of military beano. Each member attending this Rich, and five brothers William. th eworld is located at, the head of
BENEFIT BEANO
Where can we exile Hirohito, Hit
innstruction and physical condition party please take a beano prize. Albert, and Llewellyn of Isle au the Persian' Guff. The British have
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
CARD OF THANKS
Haut, John of Concord. N. H . and operated this field since 1901.
ler and Mussolini after the war,
THURSDAY, 8.15
I wish to express my appreciation ing at the Air Forces Officer Train
and thanks to the many relatives and
Attendance Prize, $10.00
Floyd of Jackson, Mich.; besides
asks a reader. Well, astronomers
friends of Martinsville and Glenmere ing School at Miami Beach, Fla.,
Lucky Game, $8.00
several nieces and nephews.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work recently discovered a star 20,000
for the beautiful flowers and kind graduated with his class in the Air
Door Prize, $3.00
expressions of sympathy extended me
The funeral service was held from Wondersl
times hotter than our sun.
Forces of the Army of the United
ln tny recent bereavement.
A Winfield Hooper
the
home
Rev.
Arthur
Blowen
offi

States. He is prepared to take over
ciating. Six of his Brother Masons
executive dutiC6 in Air Forces
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks maintenance that parallel the re
Sure, the War has its effect on
PROHIBITED
for the many kindnesses accorded
UNITED
sponsible
position
he
held
in
civilian,
my
late
mother.
Mrs
Clara
Guptlli
//,
people
but there's one thing that
Dumping of Rubbish Is Prohibited during her last Illness and for the
STATES
life.
Capt.
Holt
is
president
of
the
hasn
’
t
changed.
People want
On the Davis Lot at Tenant’s Har many courtesies extended after her
Algin
Corporation
of
America.
His
NEW
ideas
.
.
.
they
want action
PASSENGER
AND
FREIGHT
SERVICE
paSblng
Arthur B. Guptill
bor.
FRANK MORRIS.
wife,
Mrs.
Kathleen
G.
Holt
lives
at
In
their
apparel
and
here It is
Malden. Mass. July 6.
Tenant’s Harbor.
Will Make Daily Trips To and From North Haven—One Hour Trip
BONDS
Bernardsville, N. J., % H. H. Lan
67*lt
. . a storeful of it for the hot
AND
Beano at GAR. hall Thursday don.
Lv. North Haven 7.45 A.M. Lv. Rockland 3.00 P.M.
weather now due.
STAMPS
at 2.15 p. m., July 9—adv.
July 9 Appleton- Strawberry festl\ al at Community hall, benefit U.S.O
July 9 10-11 — Oas rationing at
Rockland High School.
July 29
Thomaston
Annual con
cert by Baptist Choral Society.
July 31
Reunion Rockland High
School Class 1904 at Undercroft St.
Peter's Episcopal Church.
Aug 6- Warren Joint meeting of
Woman's
Club
and
High
School
Alumni.
Aug. 7 — Knox County field Day
O.ES. at Thomaston.

I

Out Of State Cars

★

★

WAR BONDS

NOTICE!

g men are doing
Here at home
can do Is put 10%
ie In War Bonds
re In America.

ve District No. 1.

1 June 30. 1942.
of the Currency

Here’s the ACTION
apparel you’ll need

FQgyiCTORY

during the Summer

$765,014 93
1.056.373 85
290,596 25

9.100 00
1 031.911 89
33.700 00
575 25
$3,187,272 17

Hons
is ......
Ings).

$936,704
1.635 197
13.371
155 081
54 805
2.899

99
96
61
39
41
50

I 060 86
6 750 95
$2 804.811 81
8125 000 00
177.000 00

79.557 09
903 27

$382,460 36

BUY

BOAT ISLANDER

WAR

Also Sunday at 3.30 P. M. from North Haven

$50.00 REWARD
For information leading to the
arrest and conviction of any per
son or persons having stolen
poultry from members of the
Poultry Producers’ Protective As
sociation of Warren, Maine.

C. A. WEBB. President,
JOHN RINES, Treasurer,
C B. TOLMAN, Vice Pres.

66-70

$X 187.272 17

anteed.
..........
titles

$20,888 38

BURPEE’S

$20,888 38

FUNERAL HOME

of

lemnly swear that
id belief
iery. Cashier.
ly. 1942
otary Public.

W ROH IN''. ON.
CRANE.
S LEACH
Directors.

Ambulance Service

£

TELEPHONES

me ar 781-1 er 781-11 -•> v

US-112 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
ue-tf

Buy Your Monument

ALSO CHARTER TRIPS

THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

TEL. ROCKLAND 511—NORTH HAVEN TEL. 93
67‘63

WALDO THEATRE
TEL. WALDOBORO IM

BINGO

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at *
Matnees: Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00

TUES. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away $5—1 each
Door Prize $1.50. Lucky Game $6
67*lt

$5 000 00
34.641 25

$39,641 25

■nts

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
gum. Top quality. Mail orders
fiflled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Main
St., City—adv.
59-T-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
• CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 662

Under a now system we now
can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

TUES., WED., JULY 7. 8
BARBARA STANWYCK
JOEL McCREA
in

“THE GREAT MAN’S
LADY”

"COLOB FOB AMIRICA’’
The greatest, most beautiful
book of its kind ever de
veloped! Hundredsof home
decoration ideas . . . suit
able for YOUR home are
here ... COME IN NOW!

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

THURS., FBI., JULY », 10

ROCKLAND

Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.
20 Lindsey St., Kockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a Call WUl Bring
a Representative 61Ttf

“KING’S ROW”
with an all-star cast ineluding
Ann Sheridan, Robert Cmneatngw.
Ronald Regan, Betty Field,
Charles Coburn, Claude Rains

SUNOCO STATION
532 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
Vour

&u«de

to

Faint

Sotisfoctian

OPPORTUNITIES IN RETAIL BUSINESS
LEADING TO STORE MANAGEMENT
Men between 18 and 40 have opportunity to con
nect themselves with National Chain Variety Store

Business and chance for rapid progress to position
of responsibility. Write full qualifications, includ

Come here expecting to see ac
tion in your sport apparel even
though you are going tn wear it
In a hammock.

COOL TROPICAL SUITS
ACTION STRAWS
EXTRA SLACKS
SPORT SHIRTS
WHITE SHOES

SWIM TRUNKS

.

SLAX SUITS
' COOL UNDERWEAR

ing address, age, education, family responsibility,

nationality, previous experience, if any.

• J. J. NEWBERRY CO., 11 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
66*67

GREGORY'S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

WARREN,
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New Camden Theatre, Wednesday, Thursday

Ttlephone 78

Tel. 49

Tne Dean and Mrs. Robert Morris
Ogden of Cornell University an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Mary, to Aviation Cadet
Stuart Clayton Hemingway, Jr. of
Syracuse, N. Y., and Waldoboro.
Miss Ogden graduated from Smith
College in 1941. Cadet Hemingway is
a graduate of the Hotchkiss School
and Yale University. He is in the
Naval Air Corps, and is finishing
hLs training at Pensacola, Fla. The
marriage will take place in Ithaca,
July 18.
Mrs. Frankie Achom and Alden
Gleason are at Kaler’s Corner.
They recently returned from Cali

Those from here who attended
the funeral services for George
Haskell, in Lincolnville were Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Starrett, Her
bert Thcmas. Herbert Kenniston,
Mrs. Alice Mathews, Curtis Star
rett, George Teague. Sidney Vinal,
William H. Robinson, Forrest
Spear. Committal services were
held at the Riverview cemetery.
Frank D. Rowe, in charge of
gas rationing, announces that
hours for registration on the first
floor of the High School will be:
3 to 8 p. m., July 9, 10 and 11.
Registrars will be Mrs. Genevieve
Wellington, Mrs. Ethel Griffin,
Mrs. Lina Smith, Miss Shirley
Castner. Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs.
Inez Mathews, Mrs. Carrie R.
Smith, Miss Bertha Starrett, Rev.
and Mrs. L. Clark French, Rev. A.
S Bishop and Harold Boggs.
Despite the weather Thursday,
which prevented the members of
the Woman’s Club, and guests
from enjoying the new picnic
grounds on the shoe shop site, 50
gathered that night at the Town
Hall, for a picnic, the serving of
which was under the direction of
Mrs. S. A Watts. Invited were
trustees of the Building Associa
tion and their wives. A short
business meeting was held at
which the president, Mrs. Lula
Cunningham announced her leg
islative committee appointment.
Admitted to membership were,

fornia.

Mrs George Brown and daugh
ter Iscbel came from Boston, Mon
day and are visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Mrs. B. C. Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Reed and son of Portland
were holiday guests of Miss Grace
Simmons.
Mrs. Gladys Grant was at her
apartment over the holiday week
end.
Mrs. Sherman Keene of Boston
is visiting her sisters-in-law, Miss
es Jessie and Faye Keene.
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig and Mrs. F.
A Brummitt were Belfast visitors
Wednesday.
Mrs. Ella Marshall has returned
f.om a visit in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Waltz have
returned from a visit with their
daughter in Waterville.
Miss Deris Harrison of Everett,
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Jessie
Achom.
Mrs. M. Louise Miller has received her appointment as acting
po. master here and will take
soffice Wednesday.
The sum of $31 was netted from
the Canteen Breakfast at Stahl's
Tavern. The money was for the
pui jhase of Canteen Equipment.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin is at her
Main street home for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger
are at their cottage, Martins Point.
They have as guests Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Stenger of Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Charles Drew and sion of
Aruba, are at their Slaigo heme.
Jasper Stahl of the Hill School
fa-ulty, Pottstown, Pa„ is at his
home for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of
Marblehead, Mass, are at their
home on the West Side, Mr. Smith
for a few days and Mrs. Smith
for the Summer.
Mrs. Charles Feeney went Sun
day to Mercer, Pa.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Peterson of
Leominster. Mass., are at their
West side Summer home.
Walter Clouse spent the w'eekend at home from Bath.
The Garden Club recently held
its first meeting of the season at
the home of Mrs. T. A. Brummitt.
Mrs. Ida Mallett was the speaker,
using as subject ‘‘Trees and Poe
try.” She gave quotations from
many well-known authors.
Sums of money were contributed
to the Emergency Relief Car and
Canteen Equipment. The hostess
es were Mrs F. A. Brumipitt and
Mrs. Alfred Storer. Other members
present were: Mrs. Russell Cooney,
Mrs. Stuart Hemingway, Mrs.
Harry Stenger, Mrs. Thomas Sten
ger, Mrs Henry Mason, Mrs. Ida
Mallett, Miss Clara Gay, Miss
Dora Gay, Miss Faye Keene and
Miss Jessie Keen. Guests were
Misses Isabel and Dorothea Waltz.

zx zx
zx XX

I
Rosemary DeCamp and Sabu in a scene from Alexander Korda’s Techni
color picturization of Rudyard Kipling’s “Jungle Book”

SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Doris Dodge who has been
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Dodge for the past three
weeks, returned Sunday to Newton
Highlands.
Miss Ethel Sheldon of Bloomfield,
N J., is spending the Summer here.
She will be joined later by Miss
Katherine Aagesen.
Lavon B. Godfrey is staying with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Godfrey while Mrs. Godfrey is at
Summer school for six weeks.
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson of
Norwell, Mass., are spending the
Summer at their cottage here.
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Gledhill
(Lucile Hall) who were married
June 30 in Orono are spending their
honeymoon in Hall's cottage at
Spruce Head.
Miss Donna Burch is visiting her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Post on Mink Island for the
week.

IN SOCIETY
Barbara M. Boynton observed her
Seventh birthday Monday afternoon
by entertaining some of her little
playmates at the home of her grand
mother, Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Talbot
avenue. Games were played after
which refreshments of ice-cream,
birthday cake and punch were
served. During the afternoon the
young hostess received a telegram
from her mother who is in Al
bany, Ga. Invited guests were Joan
and Marion Talbot, Jane and Irnie
Brannon. Sally Ann Cameron, Shir
ley Nelson, Carol Clark, John A.
Black and John Boynton. Berilyn
and Lee Dudley of Rockland and
Nancy Bennett of Camden were un
able to be present. Barbara received
many gifts from her little friends,
and all in attendance reported a
very happy time.

Mrs. Edna Jones,’ Mrs. Edith Wat-
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[Gas rationing will i
L the White School 1

L ii.—Irom 2 to 5 o'

Ly; from 2 to 5 anti
tiday: and fiom 2 t
(The American Legu
Li meet Thursday
L will be .served beh
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|Dr and Mrs. Herbei
i’.iterville passed the
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“Saboteur,” Alfred Hitchcock's most significant screen achievement,
stars Priscilla Lane and Robert Cummings, right. The timely story deals
with wartime America and reveals the drama behind one mn’s conflict
with enemy agents.

I Mr. and Mrs. Sigvai
I) ingiield. Mass., ai
lis. Meline’s parent
»rs. Llewellyn Tlr:n.

Size

Aegwlar

Miriam Greenleaf c

Famous “MEM” Soap
ft saTV-s:

APPLETON MILLS
Miss Ruth Arrington went Sun
day to Gorham, where she will at
tend Summer school.
Charlie Trask, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Urban Trask and McKenzie
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Williams went recently to
Fort Devens.
Tlie women in town are busy
this week preparing for a straw
berry festival to be held Thursday
at Community Hall, for the bene
fit of the US.O. Supper will be
served from 6 to 8. and there will
be an opportunity for those who
wish, to play cards in the evening.
Callers Saturday at Mr. and
Mrs. David Esancy’s were Mrs.
May Gushee, and Mrs. Irene Mo
ran of Rockland.
Mrs. Adella Gushee and Mrs.
Carolyn Page were co-hostesses at
a recent shower in honor of Miss
Olive Gushee and her fiancee,
Richard J. Gould, of Colebrook,
N H. The evening was passed
pleasantly with music and bridge.
Miss Gushee was the recipient of
many lovely gifts. There was a
large attendance, including Mrs.
Inez Arrington, Miss Ruth Arring
ton, Mrs. Cassie Paul, Mrs. Esther
Moody, Mrs. Iva Trask, Miss Ma
rion Stanley, Mrs. Carrie Sher
man,* Mrs. Lehr Sherman, Mrs.
Alice Robbins and daughter,
Melisande, Mr. and Mrs. Zuingiius
Gurney, Miss Avis Gurney, John
Gurney, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Carleton
Gushee, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gushee, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Gushee, Mr. and Mrs. Almond
Gushee and son, Raymond, Mrs.
Daisy Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Mer
rill Esancy. Mrs. Jennie McCorrison, Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene,
Mrs. Helen Simpson and children,
Edna and David, McKenzie Wil
liams, Carleton Wetherell, Miss
Olive Gushee. Richard Gould, Rcy
Page, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gushee,
and the hostesses Mrs. Adella
Gushee and Mrs. Carolyn Page.
Kenneth Demuth suffered a
broken arm. when he fell from a
tree near his home, recently.
Pvt. Marshall Conant is a sur
gical patient at Fort Adams, R. I.,
where he is stationed. It is ex
pected that he will be in the hos
pital for some time.

WAR BUNDS

essentials to a victorious war.
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ZX

Telephone 8-
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IN SOCIETY

in War Bonds every pay day we can
supply our fighting forces with these

ZX
ZX

Toilet Goods Specials
As rain refreshes roses...
so LIXURIA heaufifies tour skin

ton, and Mrs. Luella Crockett. In
behalf of the members, a gift was
made Mrs. Grace Simmons, re
tiring president, by Mrs. Cunning
ham, who served the club for three
years.
Community singing was
enjoyed after supper.
Under the direction of George
W. J. Carr, US.O., chairman,
plans have 'been made for an eve
ning of cards and dancing July 17
Staff Sgt. Edward S. Gipson of at Town hall and Glover hall, to
Camp Shelby, Miss., is visiting his obtain this town's quota of $150.
wife and daughter Sandra, at the Tickets are out for this gala event
home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. music for which will be furnished
PLEASANT POINT
Howard C. Tabbutt, Ocean street, I by one of the best orchestras in
Mrs. Margaret Seavey was a visi
tor recently at the home of her Owl’s Head. After visiting friends Maine. Special decorations will be
and relatives in Augusta for a few featured at Town hall, and there
father in Camden.
days. Sgt. Gipson leaves the last of will be many unusual prizes which
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennison
have been donated by merchants
and daughters Barbara and Doro- the week for Camp Shelby.
of nearby cities. Cards will be
they recently spent two days with
Pvt. Emery E. Ellis, who is now played from 8 to 10, following
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson.
stationed at Camp Edwards, Mass., which there will be dancing.
With the Stimpsons and Roland
was week-end guest of his parents, Tables of cards may be made up,
Stimpson they motored to Cadillac
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Ellis, 56 Thom and those who do so. are requested
Mountain.
to furnish their playing cards.
Mrs. Rose Robinson returned Fri aston street.
Contributions
may be mailed to
day from Portland where she un
Mr. and Mrs. George Howard of Mr. Carr, and later, the names of
derwent an operation on her back.
Dover-Foxcroft were holiday guests all those contributing, will be pub
Miss Hilda George of New York
lished. The USO. does much to
has returned to her cottage here. of Mr. and Mrs. John Mculaison.
maintain morale of soldiers, sailors
She is teaching a class in first aid.
Mrs Charles Fales and Mrs. Al and marines and its work is well
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson of bert Fales left for Long Island, N.
Skowhegan recently called on rela Y., Sunday, whe»e they were called known.
The
Congregational
Ladies’
tives here.
by the critical illness of Mrs. Har Circle will serve public sup
mon Baldwin, formerly Mabie Fales per Thursday, the committee,
SOUTH THOMASTON
of Rockland
Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, Mrs. Lillian
Mrs. Fannie Brown of Everett,
I
Shaw,
Mrs. Katherine Moody,
The names of Mrs. Walter Ladd
Mass., was guest the past week of
l
Mrs.
Gertrudie
Starrett, Mrs. Edna
and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels were un
Miss Helen Sleeper.
Moore, Mrs. Flora McKellar, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Luscombe and intentionally omitted from the list
Miss
Rosa Spear. A game party
family of Medford, Mass., passed of guests at the shower given by
for
benefit
of the circle will be
the holiday with Mrs. Luscorr.be’s Mrs. Roy Estes last week.
held at the iRaychel Emerson srtubrother, Roy Wiggin.
*
Miss Patricia Merrill, student dio tognight at 7.30. Aiding Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Evans of Bos
nurse
at Knox Hospital, is spend Emerson as hostess will be Mrs.
ton are visiting Mrs. Evans’ son,
ing
a
vacation at her home in Kathryn Salomaki, Mrs. Fannie
Albert Davis.
Juura, and Mrs. Veino Laiho. Re
Pittsfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rackliffe
freshments will be served. Those
and children are guests of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Herbert have attending are requested to take
Helen Rackliffe.
moved into an apartment in the
Gould-Gushee
Mrs. Henry Crockett has returned Bicknell block. Mr. Herbert has own dishes and sugar.
Miss Olive Dewolf Gushee be
from a visit in Boston and Ports employment at Bath.
came
the bride June 28 of Richard
mouth, N. H.
John
Gould of Colebrook, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Emery o’ Bar
Mrs. C. A Haskell, Mrs. Harold
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
J.
Smith
of
The
double
ring ceremony was
Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury W. Haskell, Mrs. Joseph Saunders
Two
Bush
Island
and
Ingraham
performed
by
Rev. Harold Nutter
Brackett and daughter Berry, visit and Mrs. George Houston have ar
Hill,
have
three
sons
in
government
of
Waldoboro.
ed at the Bartlett home over the rived from Greenville, Del., and are
The Robinson Reunion
service, Elliot at the Marine Hospi
The bride was attended yb
week-end. Miss Mary Bartlett re- Summering at Pleasant Beach.
tal, civil service, at Brighton, Mass., Misses Jean and Carlene Ham
The Robinson reunion was held ] turned to Bar Harbor with Mr and
Roland
at Port Devens and Mur mond, and the groom by Richard
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Levan- Mrs. Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Elliott
doch
in
the Marine Corps, now at and Paul Gushee, brothers of the
der Newbert with 41 present. Much
Miss Sylvia Tyler has returned announce the engagement of their
Parris
Island,
S. C.
bride. Miss Gushee was given in
ot the regret of all, Clifford Robin- from Upper Newton Falls. Mass., daughter, Glenys Madeline, to
marriage
by her father, Joseph B.
son and his family were unable to where she has been since last Fail, Oliver Roy Mahonen of St. George.
Gushee.
attend.
land will be located at Pleasant No date has been set for the
The bride wore an evening gown
Tlie tables were set on the lawn Beach for the Summer.
wedding.
Wkai
1^/044.
Witk
of
white organdy with Alice blue
where a picnic dinner was served.
Miss Mary Sleeper went Sunday
Ralph
Driskell
of
South
Portland
bow-knot design and sweetheart
The reunion was held a month to Boston where she will attend the
neckline, ornamented with bows of
earlier than usual as some of the Summer session at Boston Uni was a holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Forest R. Pinkerton, Simmons
blue velvet. Her bouquet was of
boys expect to be called into the versity.
white roses and blush pink rose
service soon.
Miss Marjorie Sleeper has re street.
Our army spells and pronounces
buds.
The ladies wore corsages of
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. turned from Northport where she
ponton, not “pontoon”, as you do.
Miss Irma M. Olson. R. N., has re it
Levander Newbert and daughter has been on a nursing case.
_
Ponton bridges cost all the way pink roses and buds, and the
Phyllis, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jame
The Community Servic? Club will turned to her duties at Knox Hos from $15,000 to $700,000. The smaller boutonnaires of the same.
The bridesmaids, Jean and Car
son and children Dyson, Vera and meet Wednesday with an all day pital after spending the week-end bridge using individual metal pontons
is pictured here. The largest ponton lene Hammond, of South Portland,
Alcy, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Rcbinson session and picnic dinner and the in Bennington.
bridge is 1,080 feet long and is made
wore pink taffeta. The wedding
and daughters Joan and Jean, Mr. club will furnish coffee. It is hoped
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell had of rubber instead of aluminum.
and Mrs. Merlin Eugley and son that there will be a large attend as holiday guests their daughter
march was played by Mrs. James
■4i
Donald. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Robin- ance, as there are two comforters
N. Emery.
Barbara and friends, Misses Gladys
sea and son Edmund. Mr. and Mrs. to knot. This year this club will
The bride is the daughter of
Milligan and Marguerite Gillespie
Oren Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. have charge of the Church-Grange
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Gushee,
of Portland. Clyde Bailey visited
George Derrah, Mr. and Mrs. May Fair which will be held the second
and is a graduate of Appleton
their son Jack.
nard Robinson and children Kath week in August. Net proceeds w 11
High School and of Gorham Nor
leen, Vivian, Leona, Maynard and be divided equally between Grange
mal
School (1941), and for the
Ernest B. Nickerson, who is in the
Richard of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. and church.
past
year
has held a teaching posi
Naval Reserves. Portland Harbor,
Lester Post and daughter Virginia,
tion in Colebrook. The groom is
Mrs. Marion Lindsey gave a sur was week-end guest of his aunt Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Wooster and prise party Thursday night for her
the son of Mrs. Elizabeth East
John O. Stevens, Talbot avenue.
sons Carleton, Milton and Ervin, sister, Miss Bernice Newberg of Ar
man of Colebrook. He is a graduate
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Post of Rock lington, Mass. Those invited were
One small bridge has a weight of Colebrook High School, and is
Mrs. Adelaide Capen of Fram
land. There were special guests, Mrs. Nellie W:ggin, Mrs. Hazel Wil
capacity of 25 tons, using about 2,000 engaged in the dairy business in
ingham is spending the Summer at individual metal pontons. The small
Leroy Gross of Dover-Poxcroft and liams, Mrs. Emma Stamp, Miss Lil
that town.
Miss Katherine Peabody of Rock lian Rowell, and Ava Wiggin. Birth the home of her brother, Luke S. est is used only to take troops over
Those present were Joshua G.
Davis,
State
street.
smaller
streams.
But
whether
our
land.
day cake and punch were served. A
army uses the smaller or largest Wentworth. Mrs. Adella Gushee,
jolly evening was passed playing
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Johnson and ponton, our engineers need plenty of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Page, D.
The Belgian Congo produces
games, prizes going to Mrs. Wil Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson and | them. If you and every American Almond Gushee, Carleton D.
invests at least 10 percent of income
copper, gold, ivory, tin, diamonds. J iiams and Ava Wggin
daughter, Shirley Ann spent the
palm oil and more than half the
week-end at the Li'Jby cottage at
World's uranium.
Buy War Savings Bonds anc. Stamps .Norton’s Pond.
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MRS. CSCAR L
Car res ponder

Correspondent
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Tuesday-Friday

VINALHA1

SENTER * CRANE'S
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ALENA L. STARRETT

MRS ISABEL I.ABE
Correspondent
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zx
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ZX

luesaay-i-riday

Wetherell. Mr. and Mrs. James N.
Emery, Richard and Paul Gushee.
of Pawtucket, R. I.; Miss Rosa

Willey of Augusta: Misses Jean
and Carlene Hammond of South
Portland and Rev. and Mrs. Har
old Nutter, of Waldoboro.
The couple returned Monday to
Colfbrok where they will make
their home

I

An especially hard milled soap at
BARGAIN PRICES

HOPE

SIX CAKES ONLY, $1.00

Supt. of Schools announces this
schedule for gas rationing to be held
at the schoolhouse July 9 and 10
only from 2 p. m. to 8 p m.; Hope
Corner school, July 9 and 10 only,
from 2 p. m. to 8 p. m.

Regular $1.75 Values—Eight Odors

Used Hoover Cleaners For Sale at Bargain Prices

PORT CLYDE

MLss Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass,
is visiting Mrs. Alice T. Trussell.
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston
is spending a few weeks at her home
here.
Recent callers at the home cf Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Simmons were Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Romkey and grand
son William Jiliffe of Belmont,
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Ross Howe and
aaughter Cynthia of Camden, and
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Dearborn and
son Charles and Earl of Lincoln
ville Beach.
The Willing Workers held a food
sale Wednesday at “Port of Call."
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews of
Portland called Saturday on Mr.
and Mrs. Burt Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Fisk who were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Forest R. Davis the
past two weeks, have returned to
their heme in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Lizzie Davis who has em
ployment in Rockland, spent the
week-end at her home.
Herbert Murray has returned to
Portland following a week-end visit
with his family.
Miss Lenata Marshall who has
employment in Portland, spent a
few days at home here recently.

CUSHING
Miss Annabel Williams of Somer
ville, Mass., is at her cottage for the
Summer.
Mildred Marshall has been ill the
past two weeks. Mrs. Helen Perry,
R. N„ of Rockland has been with
her for a visit.
Mrs. Abbie Linscott recently visi
ted her daughter, Mrs. Samuel
Richards in Friendship.
Miss Constance Knights of Thom
aston is guest of her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
Mrs. Fred Geyer has been at the
home of Homer Marshall while Mrs.
Marshall has been ill.
Vinal Killeran of Thomaston is
engaged in repair work for Mrs. R.
Robinson.
Are you entitled to wear a
“target” lapel button? You
are if you are investing at
least ten percent of your in
come in War Ronds every pay
day. It’s your badge of pa
triotism.

VA

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND
SHAWL lost on Main St., Rockland,
ln Senter Crane envelope. Please call
Thomaston. TEL. 192
65 67

BENCH drill for sale, motor Includ
ed; also 8” bench saw and nr' roller bearings. G. JACKSON. 8 Hull
St.. Rockland._____
67*69

SUMMER COTTAGES

YOUNG work horse and milk cool
ing ice tank for sale.
WILLIAM
DONAHUE. Head-cf-Bay. Owls Head
__________________________
67*69

4-ROOM modem cottage to let at
Dvnamlte Beach for month of August
Tel 291-W, MRS. FRED LINEKIN. 260
Broadway.
67-69

COTTAGE to let. all modern, fully
equipped, at Holiday Beaich, Owls
Head.
Inquire 39 Pleasant St. or
TEL. 716-M
67*69

TWO rooms with bath and kitchen
ette. automatic hot water, new, fur
nished. by week or season, shore of
Rockport Harbor. TEL. Camden 2130
or 2141.
65-67

DAMARISCOTTA
Lake
Homested,
furnished. 9 rooms, bath, furnace,
electricity,
garages,
boat.
1000-foot
private beach. Gardens, fishing. 30
minute ride from Rockland Rent for
season.
MRS
FREDERICK PAYNE
Augusta. Me.
65-67

TO LET
FOUR rooms with bath and flush
to let. PHONE 758-J, City.
67-69

4-WXfiA furnished apartment with
bath to let. V F. STUDLEY, Tel
1154 or 330 , 283 Main St.
' 67-tf

5 ROOM cottage to let at seashore,
Spruce Head, by week or month
HELEN WILSON, Spruce Head. 67*69
MOST attractive 3-room and11bath
unfurnished apartment to let, on Lisle
St Is now available: adults. TEL 1178
67*69
ALL modem 7-room house to let,
available at once.
Sun-porch, set
tubs. shed, garage
Apply MRS H
L. KARL. Tel. 745-R, 11 Granite St
66-68
FURNISHED apt. to let. by week or
month, heated ln Winter. Apply 7
Elliot St.. Thomaston, TBL 24
66-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 2
rooms and pantry, electric washer,
lights and water. $4.50 week. DELIA
YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
65-67
PLEASANT 4 room apt, to let. bath?
gas, center city. TEL 1345
66*68
ROOM with bath to let. 235 Broad
way. TEL. 296-W.
65-67
APARTMENT to let, 5 rooms, bath,
furnace heat. Apply at ARTHUR L.
ORNE. INC, Tel. 1042-W
65-tf
4-ROOM modem unfurnished apart
ment to let, bath, garage; also single
room with bath. TEL. 296-W. 235
Broadway.
65-67
HOME for rent. 55 rear Broadway.
5 rooms, furnace, bath, garage. V F
STUDLEY. 283 Main St,__________ 64*69
UNFURNISHED apt to let. 4 rooms
and bath. Tnqulre 12 Knox St.. TEL
156-W.
62-tf
4-ROOM furnished modem apart
ment to let. Tel. 692-M. LAWRENCE
MILLER, Rankin St.. City.
61-tf

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE
WHEREAS. Barlow H. Weatherbee
of Cushing, In the County of Knox
and State of Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated the twenty-fifth day of
June. 1938, and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 257. Page 56.
conveyed to the Rockland Savings
Bank, a banking corporation, a cer
tain parcel of real estate situate ln
Cushing in said County and State,
and bounded as follows:
BEGINNING at the waters of
Maple Juice Cove so called, at a
point opposite an Iron bolt stand
ing on the bank; thence north
40
east by other land of Raybert E Stevens to said Iron bolt:
thence continuing same course
still by other land of the said
Stevens and running across the
point a distance of two hundred
and eighty (280) feet to a popular
tree standing on the bank; thence
continuing same course to the
waters of the said cove; thence
by the waters of the said cove
southeasterly, southerly and south
westerly to the place of beginning.
Containing about one acre of land
LIGHT trucking, waste removal;
Also conveying a right of way for
sewing machine repairing.
LEROY
a road running from the herein
WATSON Tel 314 W
62*67
described lot across other land
of the said Stevens to the town
road. The above described prop
erty Is a part of the land con
veyed by Edith M. Stevens to
Ravbert E Stevens by deed dated
Sept. 29, 1919, and recorded in
Knox County Registry of Deeds,
Book 186, Page 514.
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof
the said
Rockland Savings
Bank
Buy
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
War Bonds
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK.
By Edward J Hellier, Treasurer.

MISCELLANEOUS

Oui Job Is to Save
Dollars

Dated June 29, 1942.

bay Pay Day

85-T-W t

FOR SALE

ALL kinds of woodworking machin
ery for sale, machine' shop equipment,
pulleys, hangers, sheetme*al machln
ery.
boilers.
steam
hoist, eiectr c
motors. We have a goad stock HY
LAND MACHINE CO., Rockland.
______________________________
66,63
GOOD farm horse for sale wet ’300.
7 years old
MRS H L. GRINNEI I .
Union, Tel 7-13.______________
66-68
5 ROOM house for sale, modern
conveniences. $700
MAY JONES 3
Beechwood St. Thomaston
68*68
COW for sale, 3 years old, freshened
6 weaks ago
CLARENCE ROGERS.
Ingraham Hill, City.
65‘67

COTTAGE for sale, in Friendship.
3 bedrooms, electricltv. 375 ft salt
water front: private beach
M A
STILLMAN. Friendship
65*67
2-FAMILY house for sale at a bar
gain. If taken at once Large corner
lot on Cedar St Nearly new 2-ear
garage. L. A. THURSTON, Tel 1159
_______________________ 64 tf
PLANTS for sale, cabbage, caull
flower, celery, tomato, sweet peppers
and all kinds of flowers, plants, vlglro,
etc.
Tel. 671 J. EDWIN A DEAN.
Rockland. Me.
63-63

ONE Post Office cabinet for sale, de
livery window and 152 combinat? n
boxes A-l condition, cost $156. sell $60
One Dayton computing scale. 2 lb.
cost $56 (A-l condition) sell $15 Two
six foot show cases about 13 In high
cost me $20 each, sell $14 each One
roll top desk, cost second hand $20.
sell $11. One old fashioned safe. $20.
plus crating. No delivery on P O.
cabinet until July 1.
Write C 1.
SPRAGUE. Swans Island. Me
62-67
HOME of the late Alvah J. I.lnekin
for sale. 17 Dunn St , Thomaston Ex
cellent condition. Ten rooms S.ate
roof. Oarage. Price reasonable App'v
to FRANK D. ELLIOT
60-tf
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
IIOZA ton del M B 4t O O PEPRV
519 Main St., Tel 487
C6-tf

WANTED
MAN or woman wanted ln tr'mmn :
department.
Tel. 55-2, THURSTON
BROS . Ifac.
67 lt

WOMAN cock wanted for boarding
house. 696 WASHINGTON ST Ba*h
____
67*69
FURNISHED and heated apartmpn'
MASONIC ST
66*63
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SECOND^Jhand stroller wanted in
cortttlon.
Tel
458 M. MR
KQRPrNBN/ 43 Maverick St
66*63
RESPECTABLE home wanted where
on5. or toree little city girls mav va
cation fq» two weeks. TEL Rockl-nd
GM, 192 Taimerock St
66*68
„^rKREE h- P or 5 h p 1800 RPM
220 volts A. C 3 phase 60 cycle motor
wanted. ALGIN CORP Tel 1280
65-G7

MAN or woman wanted Not avail
able for defense work, to explain
"Chemurgy and New Crops bills now
before Congress, of Interest to farm
families and endorsed by Farm Jour
nal.
Must furnish own transports
tion. Free training, liberal earning*
and willing to be away from home
during week Steady, permanent work
Answer BOX F. J . care Courier-Ga
zette. giving name and address for
personal Interview
65*67
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Worcester, Mass., are in town.
Mrs. Sara Donahue, daughter Ann
and granddaughter Sally Mahon of
Dorchester, Mass., are passing the
vacation in town.
Misses Margaret and Lillian
Smith of Dorchester, Mass., are at
"Bridgeside.”
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Johnson and
son Bruce of Worcester, Mass., were
in town over the holiday.
H. L. Lovelace and family of Som
erville, Mass., are at their Pleasant
street home.

r
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wanted, where
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Rockland
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Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,, Wednesday

—in BOSTON
Her* ia a hotel for permanent and transient guest* away from the
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No Uguor sold.
Room and bath from $3 —double from $5 —suites from $6
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Kenmore Square
Henry A* Burnham. Mgr.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Alumni Banquet

Tne annual banquet of the High
School Alumni Association, was held
.nd Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of at Union Church vestry July 4. A
ville passed the hcliday with i turkey supper was served to 141 by
i i M s. L. W Sanborn.
i the ladies ol Union Church Circle,
and Mrs. Sigvard Mellne cf . ^‘ie tables were artistically decoratlield. Mass., are guests of ed with cut flowers and favors.
Meline’s parents, Capt. and Arey’s orchestra furnished musical
selections. Cheers were given by
Llewellyn Thcmas.
the classes.
M : nn Greenleaf came Saturday
After the banquet all gave pledge
Hartford, Ccnn.
to the Flag and sang ‘•America.”
M and Mrs. Alex Beggs and son The president, Mrs. Cleo Drew
ningfield, Mass., were in tewn, Shields extended greeting to the
the Fourth.
class of 1942. Response was the
Max Ccnway and Herbert Patrick singing of the Class ode by the class.
a ned Sunday to Rockland.
Then followed the business meeting
Mi and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, in charge of the president. Reports
Richard and daughter Janet of were read by Vice President, Villa
kland are spending the week Ames who substituted for Phyllis
Mrs. Hutchinson’s parents, Mr. Black, secretary. The treasurer, L.
nd Mrs. Angus Hennigar.
W Sanborn read financial reports.
Mi s Cm mne Greenleaf, returned
New officers elected were: Presi. n day to Hartford, Conn.
oent. Villa Ames; vice president, O
Norman Calderwood. Avon Nelson y Drew; secretary PhynLs B]ack;
jmneth Vo:k and Clyde P°°le' treasurer, L. W. Sanborn; executive
t to Port Devens, July 3. to en- bcard Carolyn Alley> Althea Bkk.
the Army.
ford, Murray Hopkins.
Mi Jessie Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Speaker of the evening was Ivan
tidied Nickerson and daughter Nickerson, class of 1936, who is soon
i t lvn of Everett, Mass., arrived to enter the service. His interest
pturday.
ing address was given in a very
Mr and Mrs. Altcn Lewis of able manner.
; hkeepsie, N. Y„ are visiting
Telegrams were received from
Ii J. S. Black.
Malcolm Whitington Portland and
Mis. Charles Anderson, son Ken-t Mr and
£>pWey Brown and
Carolyn Alley and bi other daughter Betty of Richford, Vt.,
,n,ld, went Sunday to South Bris- Letters were read from Mrs. Bertha
. where they huve employment. Raymond, Fruitland Park, Fla., Miss
\li Margaret Rascoe of Worces- Flora Paige, Washington. D. C. Miss
i Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Gray, second lieutenant.
I'iiiam Lawry.
Army Nurse, Australia, and Jesse
Mi Fred K Cocmbs, has returned Bradstreet, Rockland.
om a visit witli her sister, Mrs.
Remarks were made by Supt.
Li Payson in R-ockland.
George Bragdon and Principal Law
Mr and Mrs. Fritz Swanson and rence Bagley, also by Charles Russell
,n Fred were home for the Fourth. of Plainville, Mass., class, 1909.
At the heme of Mrs. Anna Roy a
The President Mrs. Cleo Shields
^rthday party was given Thursday read a long list of those graduates
Jit to Mrs. Max Conway, hy Mrs. new in the service. Alumni ball in
?v and Mrs. Keith Carver. Two Memorial hall was largely attend
bles of bridge were in play. Lunch ed.
Arey’s Orchestra furnished
itided a large decorated birthday music.
.-?• Mrs. Conway’s son Stanley,
in Hartford, Conn , telephoned
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Su thday Greetings” to his mother,
Haying has begun and a good
aers present at the party were:
Evie Hennigar. Mrs. Langtry crop is in evidence,
n.th. Mrs. Forrest Maker, Mrs. EdVaino Nelson left Friday for the
id Ames, Mrs. Marion Martin.
' Army. His brother Uno leaves for
M: and Mrs. James Barton, Mrs. the A’my next Friday.
•util Howard of Springfield, Mass.,
Visitors here over the holiday
iere in town for the Fourth.
week-end were Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Fifteen boys between the ages of Nelson and son Paul of Portland.
p and 23, registered for service the Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson of
Brunswick, Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett
t week.
Dorethy Billings who has been a Johnson of Hartford. Conn., Mt.
.ent• at Knox Hospital returned and Mrs. Harold Pease of Topsham,
'Lurday. accompanied by her and Miss Ina Anderson of Bath.
ter, Ruth Billings.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lunden of
N Cock Slides was home from West Rockport called on relatives
here Sunday. He is leaving for the
• last over the holiday
Charlotte Conway cf Milford, Army next Fridav.
l.i . is guest of Mr. and Mrs. HoiAlbert Harjula and Malcolm
Burgess.
Jackson returned Sunday from PortMrs. Mildred Tcrfason and son land where they spent the holiday
ratio returned Sunday to Boston 1 week-end with Malcolm’s father,
Charles Russell of Plainville. Mass. gamuei Jackson. They were acl::nerly of this place is registered companied to Portland by Miss
1* The Teele Hcuse. He is looking ( Nathalie Jackson of South ThomSt» Id friends about town after an aston who stayed for a few weeks’
< nee of several years.
| visit. Miss Estelle Jackson came
Mr and Mrs. Rcbert Perkins and ' back with them after spending two
|L then of Springfield, Mass., are weeks with her father in Portland,
gluts of Mrs. Perkins’ grandservices of the Finnish Congre•ai her, Mrs. Ulmer Dyer.
gat ional Church at the home of
llhcmas Baum, daughter Muriel , Rev and Mrs Ajex Raita, Friend'»
triend, returned Sunday, to £bip, Sunday n ght, marked the
jkiverley. Mass.
' 33d wedding anniversary of th.s
Fed Chilles, came Saturday from well-liked former pastor of the
rinsville. Mass.
church and his wife. About 50
I Mrs George Swears returned friends from far and near were
a 1 day from North Haven
present. Among those from away
M ss Lillian Ross is heme frcm were Rev Lauri P. Miettinen of
n fcr a two weeks' vacation Harrison, also a former pastor of
Mr and Mrs. Birger Your.gquUt1 tbe church, Mr. and Mrs. Elnarl
brother Malcolm Hopkins, re- Koljcnen • and Mr. and Mrs. Pulkd Mcnday to Worcester. Mass. 1 nen of jay and Livermore. ServC ve Amiro, has returned to jces were in charge of Miss Eva
Johnson. Coffee, cake, sandwiches
t rley. Mass.
K nneth Hall and family cf Bath and rice “piirakka" were made espe* d over tiie Fourth with Mr. cially for the occasion by Mrs.
Mrs. Ben Dyer.
‘ Raita who was assisted in serving
Miss Ernestine Carver of Farm- , by her daughter. Mrs. John Matson
n, was guest of her parents, and Miss Helen Anderson.
h: the holiday.
During the last two days of fightMrs. Alice Strickland and sister
Rebecca Short cf Boston ar- ing around Tobruk a blazing sun
Ft Saturday.
beat down with the temperature up
Mrs. Tudor Peterson and son of to 120 degrees.

fler wanted, ln
458 M. MRS.
| -k st
66*63
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Behind The Scenes—Paramount
Pictures commemorates its own
30th birthday and Cecil B. DeMille's 30 years as a producer and
director, with the release of the
great screen showman's Techni
color production. Reap the Wild
Wind”.
Mixing adiventure and
romance, the charm of the old
South and the terror of hurricanewhipped seas, •“Reap the Wild
Wind” tells a story, that moves
from picturesque Charleston salons
to tall-masted sailing ships piled
up on treacherous reefs,-and pira
tical salvagers threatening Ameri
ca’s freedom of the seas. Above,
John Wajue in an exciting ‘"Reap
DeMille is shown directing Ray
Milland, Paulette Goddard and
the Wild.1 Wind ’ scene. Inset shows

the three stars. Featured are Ray
mond Massey, Lynne Overmann,
Robert Preston, Susan Hayward,
and many others.
’’Reap the Wild Wind” tells its
gusty story against a broad and
gaudy back ground. It's all the
same to DeMille whether he's di: resting high jinks in an 1840
Charleston salon or a climatic
fathoms deep battle between Milland, Wayne and a 60-foot giant
squid. He loadls every scene with
: theatric qualities.
Incidentally, those who have
, seen the famous underwater fight
sequences pronounce them the
i most unusual ever seen in a moj tion picture.
DeMille himself
1 donned diver’s garb and descend, ed into a million-gallon tank to

direct the players. Spectacular
scenes of storms and wrecks on
the sharp and jagged shoals of
Key West, thrilling fist fights,
high adventure and romance fill
this big production.
-Reap the Wild Wind" was made
from a Saturday Evening Post
story toy TheAma Straibel, adapted
for the screen by Alan LeMay,
Charles Bennett and Jesse Lasky,
Jr. DeMille describes his treat
ment of the ©tratoel yarn as a
“free adaptation” and that, judg
ing toy the enthusiastic reception
given the film toy movie audiences
wherever it has 'beer, shown,
shouldn’t worry anyone.
When
the Old Master tampers with a
fire it’s only to make it burn the
brighter.

MATINICUS
Mr and Mrs Philip Bowers oi
Rumford are guests of her aunt,
Mrs. Statie Philbrook.
Mrs. Esther Ames and mother,
Maine Boys At Front—W. P. B.—Priorities—
Mrs. Campbell, have been passing
several days on the mainland.
Maine Hard Woods—Other Matterg
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wallace have
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
been visiting friends and relatives
on the mainland.
George St. Clair has been on the
Maine beys are now appearing cn to the limit. The new glider pro
Mainland
recently.
gram
alcne
will
require
a
vast
every front—in the air—on the sea,
quantity
of
plywood
and
this
is
a
Mrs. Ruth Stinchfield and chil
and in the far off fighting zones of
' field in which Maine forests have
Alaska and Australia and the Per long been pre-eminent, shipping the dren Larry and Cleo are guests of
sian Gulf. The profound sympathy wood required nct only all over this her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
of every citizen cf Maine goes cut country but to England and Europe Young.
to the homes where beys have been as well.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames spent
reported missing in action. This
Senator White
the
Fourth in Middle Haddam,
brings heme to us the realization
that we are in the war and that the Senator White is entitled to great Conn., with her mother, who will
cnly thing that counts is whatever credit as a member of the Commit return with them.
contribution we can individually tee on Appropriations of the Senate
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Hill were
make to an earlier termination cf and as a member of the sub com
the struggle and a guarantee it will mittee and Conference Committee dinner guests Sunday of her sister.
not lecur. This will mean hasten in rescuing the $20.030,C30 appropri Mrs. Jennie Philbrook.
ing the day when the boys mav ation fcr wooden barges after it had' Mrs. Madelyn Ycung is staying at
• been defeated in the House. This
come flying home.
Maine in proportion to its re , item is now back in the program present with Mr. and Mrs L. L.
sources is pulling its full share of and means much to Maine. The re Young. Mr. Young is located at
the load.
Recent surveys have cent orders placed for barges in the submarine barracks in Ports
shewn that Maine has its industries Maine amounted to more than mouth, N. H.
more nearly converted to war n~o- i $4,030,030 and this is only a forerun
Mr. and Mrs. Wili ams have been
duction than any ether New Erg- ner of what is to come.
land State and is a leader in the Congressman Margaret C. Smith staying at the “Shack” for two
nation.
Congressman Margaret C. Smith weeks.
Maine contributed a substantial was very active in assisting in plac
Mr. Williams held services at the
number of the 63 shins of more t1'"’’ ing the barge contracts and was
500,COO tons that made a world’s naturally much gratified to have 15 church June 28 and July 5.
Miss Regina Jones of Jamaica
record in ship production in the cf the 20 barges placed in her Con
month of May and the Maine yards gressional District at Richmond, Plain, Mass., has been guest of her
are rapidly swinging into their Camden and Belfast. Success of cousin Marie Ripley for several
stride.
these projects will mean a rapid ac- days.
Donald Nelson. War Production '1 cumulation
of orders nc.t cnly in
Dt. and Mrs. Johnson and two
Chief, before the Truman Commit these yards but also in other yards
tee this oast week spent three of similar character which are children of Westbrcok spent the
pages cf his semi-annual report in
fcr this work all along the holidays with Milton Philbrook.
detailing the emnhasis which the adapted
coast
of
Maine.
. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames of
War Production Board was placing
Richmond were dinner guests
Senator Brewster
upon wooden ships to relieve the
critical shortage. These substitu I Senator Brewster saw the culmi Saturday of his parents Mr. and
tions in the Navy. Maritime Com nation of hLs efforts in the single- Mrs. Frank Ames.
mission and the Army, which has a handed struggle he started in the
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Hill were
vest flotilla of ships for its various Senate more than one year ago in
Rockland
visitors Friday.
amphibian activities, are in all the behalf of wooden ships when it
smaller categories up to 333 feet seemed like an almost hopeless task,
Dorothy Daj’ and Lucy Day of
which the old-time Maine wooden j At that time it was announced Rockland
are
visiting
their
shiDvards are well designed to build. policy that very few wooden ships
Work is now starting on the 20 would be built and that in any event grandfather, O. T. Burgess.
"Brad'” Young was home from
wooden barges which were allocat most of the wooden ships that were
ed to Maine in the new 30 barge built would be constructed in mid Portsmouth over the week-end.
program and scmewhat simila- pro west yards. Today a very different
Mrs. Elsie Moody of Waldoboro
portions may well nrevail in the picture ts presented and the Maine
is
guest of relatives here.
many other categories cf barges, yards are rapidly coming into their
C. B. Young was a week-end
tugs and mine sweepers and smaller own with the cnly p-oblem present
type patrol craft because of the tra ed as to their capacity to deliver. visitor in Rockland.
dition of Maine cratfsmanship in
Julia Young arrived from Brain
wooden ch'nbvilding and the rec
NORTH
HAVEN
tree.
Mass. Sunday to pass the
ord which Maine has bbeen writing
in recent months in this rapidly re 1 Gas rationing will be conducted Summer vacation at her home
viving art.
at K. P. hall Thursday from 2 to here.
5; Friday from 2 to 5, and evening
War Production Board
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Fhiltorook
E. C. Hyde, Den Nelsen’s personal from 7 to 8.30; Saturday. 2 to 5.
were in Rockland over the week
representative in Maine in the de
Mrs. Milton G. Perry and daugh end.
centralized program of the War
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young of
ter
Lucille of Trenton, N. J„ have
Production Board which is now in
Bath passed the holiday week-end
progress, is galvanizing his forces arrived.
in Maine into action and the results
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills, daugh with his parents Mr. and Mrs. L.
will begin to be felt throughout
L. Young.
the length and breadth of Maine. ter Beatrice, William Buckminster,
Gov. sewall in a fine spirit of co Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Stone and son
operation has loaned Ralph Ranger Douglas, and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
TENANT’S HARBOR
to Mr. Hyde as his executive assist Haskell of Rockland were in town
Charles
Rawley is a surgical pa
ant and this guarantees the full mo
tient in Bradley Memorial Hospital,
bilization of all the information over the week-end.
available regarding Maine industrial
Richard Bloom was home from Belfast.
resources as a result cf Mr. Ran U. of M. over the holiday.
This town will participate in
ger’s long experience with the
/Wednesday
night’s county wide
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Christensen
of
Maine Development Ccmmission.
blackout.
Time
not to be an
Dumont, N. J., were week-end guests
P. iorit’es
nounced.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Bunker.
Just at present Mr. Hyde's office
Miss Edith Price and Miss Kath
is overwhelmed with the adminis
Miss Jane Thatcher of Marble
tration of priorities for Maine in head, Mass., is employed as book ryn Dolan have arrived at their
cottage for the Summer.
dustries but Mr. Hyde is tackling keeper for Wa term mi & Oo.
Henry Cant and Miss Beatrice
this problem with his customaryMrs. Mary Lewis, who has been Tebeau of Whitinsville, Mass, are
vigor and Maine industries may be
assured that the applications will with relatives in Massachusetts for guests of Mr and Mrs. James Cant.
Rev. and Mrs. Byrd Springer
be .moved along if it requires 24 several months, returned home last
and
three children are spending a
hours a day.
week, accompanied by her son. Al few days
with friends in Franklin,
Maine Hard Woods
ton Lewis.
his former pastorate.
Vast quantities of northern hard
Harold Beverage cf Riverhead. N.
Richard Wagle and friend of
woods of the types chiefly avail Y.. spent the holidays at his former Massachusetts are vacationing at
able in Maine will be required in
the home of his anut Mrs Richard
the rapid expansion of the uses for home here.
Peterson.
wood throughout cur entire war
Miss Mercedes Calderwcod was
effort. Mr. Hyde estimates cur home from Portland over the weekIran is the new. though ancient
rent requirements in excess of end.
name for Persia. Like the rest of
100,000.000 feet and this means tax
the Near East. Persia is rich in
ing the productive capacity of

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Maine woods and Maine woodsmen Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamp* historical points of interest.

Cool, crisp salad plates and salad macaroni products. The name of
bowls full of delectable mixtures the book is “101 Ways to Use Mac
will be more important than ever aroni” and it will prove a life savthis Summer for two reasons. They’re ' er for weary food budgets. Also
easy to prepare and we’re all busy; the Kirkman premium catalog is
then, too. we have a new appreci yours for thc asking.
ation of the importance from the
The Shefford pecple are gener
nutrition standpoint of the fresh ously keeping their tray offer open
greens, vegetables, fruits, fish, meat fcr a while longer. To get yours
and cheeses that can go into varied send 25 cents with 2 Shefford
salads. So here are a few salad cheese labels and get a streamlined
ideas and conisinations.
serving tray in a handy size,
Mixed seafoods dressed with maple finished and spot and' stain
mayonnaise to which you've added proof. The trays are light, are
a touch of curry is a top flight fa made of Prestwood and are in a
vorite. Seafood in hollowed out stunning design.
ripe tomatoes or sea food salad
For books and offers address
dressed with tomato slices and Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
hard-cocked eggs never wanes in Boston, Mass.
favor.
Bran Scones (From June Wom
For fruit assortments try sliced an’s Heme Companion)—% cup
fresh pear and fresh cherries with wheat germ, 1 cup milk, 1 and' %
Bleu cheese added to the mayon cups Ceresota enriched' flour, 3
naise or French dressing. Or mold teaspoons baking powder. 1 tea
lime jelly with pitted ripe cherries spoon Sterling salt, 4 tablespoons
and use a garnish of avocado. shortening.
Alternate slices of avocado and
Combine bran and milk; let
orange sections isn’t a new salad stand until ready to use. Sift
but it’s one of the best. Fresh pine flour, measure, sift again with
apple wedges, hulled strawberries or
baking powder and salt. Mix in
raspberries and a mound of cot
shortening with pastry blender,
tage cheese with chives plus a
fork or two knives. Add bran and
French dressing on the sweet side
milk, mix quickly; turn out on
makes a perfect dessert salad.
slightly floured board and knead
For the mixed salad bowl along
with the crisp, carefully dried lightly for V4 minute; roll out to
greens use sliced hard-cocked eggs, %-inch thickness; cut in 4-inch
tomato and cucumber slices, sweet squares, then in half crosswise to
onions and slivers of American form triangles. Place on greased
cheese or tender strips of ham. baking sheet, bake in hot oven
Don’t forget the outer green leaves <450 deg. F.) 12 to 15 minutes.
of a head of lettuce . . . the richest Makes 16 scones.
Deviled Eggs in Aspic—1 table
in vitamins . . . cooked, molded and
spoon
unflavored gelatin.
cup
chilled make a fine salad garnished
cold
water,
3
Brown
Band
G.
with pickled 'beet slices, hardWashington
Broth
Aces
dissolved
cooked1 eggs or tomato and cucum
ber, plus a dash of French dress in 1 and1 % cups iboillng water, 6
eggs, 6
pimento
ing and a crown of mayonnaise. hard-cocked
strips.
We like toasted, cheese-topped
Soften gelatin in ccld water and
French rolls with this.
dissolve
in hot bouillon. Pour into
You may not get such a long va
6
individual
molds to depth of
cation as usual this year but you
inch;
chill
until
firm. Also chill
can make over a room or two in
remaining
gelatin
mixture until
your own home if ycu can wield
thick
and
syrupy.
Cut eggs in
a paint brush with any skill at all.
half
crosswise;
remove
yolks and
We can send you the Kyanize
i mix
enough
mayonnaise
to
book “Bring Your Bright Ideas to
j moisten. Season to taste and use
Life with Color” to give you hun
j to refill egg whites.
Arrange
dred^ cf ideas fcr your own homes
and then it’s just a matter of : strips of pimento to form a circle
choosing
the
right
Kyanize ! on gelatin in each mold; place on
paints for the jcb. Do let us send this a stuffed egg half, yolk side
down. Pour over thickened gel
you this free book now.
And there are copies cf the Nes atin to fill mold, fcbill. Unmold
tle Low Sugar recipe book avail just before serving.
Ham a La King—4 tablespoons
able too. These books contain
Land
O’Lakes butter, 2 tablespoons
your favorite recipes revised to
1
chopped
cnion, 3
tablespoons
use less sugar and you’ll love hav
ing your favorite Nestle semi 1 chopped green pepper, ’A cup sliced
sweet cockies. cakes and frostings mushrooms, 4 tablespoons Ceresota
flour, 4 cups milk, (4 teaspoon dry
ready to use with less sugar.
mustard,
3 cups cubed cooked MorThen there's the La Rosa recipe
jell
ham,
2 hard-cooked eggs, diced,
book, packed with ways to use
Sterling salt and pepper, 1 table
spoon chopped parsley.
Melt butter; add onion, green
pepper and mushrooms; cook until
is tender. Sprinkle with
Now In Proqress Throughout onion
flour. Add milk slcwly stirring con
Nation—What the Cam stantly until thickened. Add dry
paign Means
mustard, ham and eggs. Season
with salt and pepper. Cock until
The household fat collection cam
paign started throughout the entire heated thoroughly. Serve over toast
triangles.
nation yesterday.
Striped Chocolate Peppermint
There will be no house-to-house
Roll
—1*4 cups sweetened whipped
collection of fats. Housewives will
cream,
4 drops green vegetable col
be expected to keep waste fats in tin
oring,
2
drops essence of pepper
containers and deliver them di
rectly to their butcher or grocer mint, 16 large flat chocolate cookies
Divide cream in half. Add green
when a pound or more has been ac
coloring
and peppermint flavoring
cumulated. They will be paid by
to
cne
half.
Blend well. Spread 8
the grocer or butcher at the rate of
cookies
with
generous amount of
about 4 cents a pound. The store
uncolored
whipped
cream and the
keeper will turn over his accumu
remaining
8
with
colored cream.
lated fats to the Tenderers to be
Stack
cookies,
alternating
white and
used in the making of glycerine,
green,
to
form
striped
roll.
Roll in
which is necessary in the making
wax
paper;
chill
several
hours
in
of explosives and other war equip
refrigerator. Do not freeze. To
ment.
Fats to be saved include pan drip serve, cut diagonally in % inch
pings from roast ham, beef, lamb slices. Serve six.
and poultry; broiler drippings from Currant Ginger Punch—2 cups
steaks, chops, veal and bacon; deep currant jelly, 1*4 quarts bciling wa
fats, whether lard or vegetable ter, 2 bottles cranberry juice cock
shortening, from fried potatoes, fish, tail, 2 cups canned pineapple juice,
2 cups orange juice, *4 cup lemon
doughnuts, etc.
Housewives should be instructed juice, 2 12-oz. bottles golden ginger
to pour such fats into wide-mouthed ale, ice.
Combine jelly and boiling water
cans such as coffee or vegetable
and
beat with egg beater until jelly
shortening cans, making sure that
the cans are cleaned thoroughly and is dissolved. Add cranberry juice
that the fats are strained as they cocktail, pineapple, orange and
are poured in, so that meat par lemon juices. Chill, and just before
ticles and other foreign matter are serving add ginger ale and ice.
removed. Under no circumstances Makes 4*4 quarts, befcre ice is
should fats be taken to the store in added.
glass or paper containers.
MENU
Housewives should keep such fats
Breakfast
in a refrigerator or other cool place
Chilled Grapefruit Juice
until at least one pound has been
Prepared Cereal
accumulated. Fats should not be
Toasted Bacon Rolls
allowed to stand long enough to be
Northwest Cherry Preserves
come rancid as this reduces the
Coffee

Fat Collections

glycerine content.

Housewives should not take less
than one pound of fats at a time
to the store and. particularly, to
make their deliveries in the early
part of the week rather than on
Fridays and Saturdays, which are
extremely busy for most store

Luncheon

♦Deviled Eggs in Aspic

ing the Summer at their home here.

Nomination of Scott Kit
tredge Withdrawn—The
Reason Assigned
The nomination of Scott F. Kit
tredge of South Thomaston, to di
rect the office of Government Re
ports in this State wrs withdrawn
yesterday by President Roosevelt
apparently as a result of the mer
ger of the OGR. with th? office
of War Information which ren
dered the directorship non-exis
tent.
The nomination, opposed bj’ for
mer Gov. Brann, was submitted
to the Senate last February. It was
scheduled to be heard July 1 by
a Senate appropriations sub-com
mittee but was cancelled when an
executive order eliminating the
O.G.R. was issued the day before.
Pending determination of the
new O.W.I.’s status. Kittredge will
continue as acting chief of the
Maine OGit.

Jellies And Jams
Here Are Some Timely Tips
Taking Sugar Shortage
Into Account
Since only one pound of sugar
is to be allowed per person for
jellies and jams, the amount made
this year will toe much less. The
food value derived from the fruit
canned with less sugar will be
much greater than what Ls in jams
and jellies because in the latter
there is such a high concentra
tion of sugar that only a small
amount of fruit is eaten. The
fruit is used more as a flavor in
the jams.
For jellies the fruit juice may
be 'bottled and sealed in glass jars
and then later combined with
sugar and boiled down.
Jellies

With Less Sugar: Use \ cup
of sugar to each cup lruit juice.
With Part Honey: Replace up to
*4 the sugar called for with an
equal measure of honey.
With Part Corn Syrup: Replace
up to *a the sugar called for with
an equal measure of corn syrup.
If you use either part heney cr
part corn syrup, cook the mixture
slightly beyond the jelly stage.
Jam and Preserves

With Less Sugar: Cut down the
sugar to % of a pound of sugar
for every pound cf fruit. Notice
that here the sugar is measured
by weight rather than cup uls.
One Pound Of Refined White
Sugar Equals About Two Cups
Sugar. Cook jams and preserves
scmewhat longer when you cut the
amount of sugar. With less sugar
it takes a little longer cocking to
get the product as thick as you
want it.
With Corn Syrup Or Honey:
Replace up to cne-half the weight
of sugar called for in the recipe
with honey or ccrn syrup. To
make substitutions 'by cupfuls
rather than toy weight it is neces
sary to know that 1 pound cf
honey or corn syrup measures
approximately 1 1-3 cups. If ycu
are replacing half the measure of
sugar called for with honey or
corn syrup and hal the sugar
equals 1 pound or 2 cupfuls you
will need 2 cups of sugar and 1 1-3
cups honey or corn syrup. Cook
somewhat longer than if sugar
were used.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Thompson
and son Frederick of New Bedford.
Mass., are at their home here for
a few days.
Miss Hazel Winchenpaw of Wal
doboro is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Pottle.
Mrs. Chester Brown recently went
to West Roxbury, Mass., for a visit
with relatives.
Harold Lash of New Bedford
passed the holidays w th his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lash.
Maynard Brown of Bath was a
week-end visitor at the home of his
father. Oliver Brown.
Kenneth Winchenpay, who has
employment in Fairhaven, Mass.,
spent the holiday week-end with
his family here.
Miss Rose Carter of Bath spent
the holiday week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Jane Murphy. Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Orne and family
of Cushing were also at the Murphv
home.
Mrs. Kenneth Winchenpaw and
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver have returned
home from Fairhaven. Mass.

. LONG COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Anderson
have arrived frcm Worcester. Wass..
to spend a week’s vacation at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Han
son and Mr. and Mrs. Robert An
derson. The}- were accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lindquist and
son Jon, formerly of Rockland, and
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Swanson, for
merly of Clark Island, who will be
at their Spruce Head cottage for
the week.

Shrimp Salad

•Bran Scones
Raspberry Tarts
Iced Tetley Tea
Dinner

•Ham a la King
keepers.
Carrots and Peas
Fresh Fruit Salad
Creamy Maycnncise
ORFF’S CORNER
Misses Mabel Borneman and Enah •Striped Chocolate Peppermint Roll

Orff of Lawrence, Mass., are spend

Brann Succeeded

Iced Coffee
• Recipes given.

y<YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER^

HOT HASHED
If you suffer hot flashes, dizziness,
distress of “irregularities”, are weak,
nervous — due to the functional
“middle-age" period In a woman’s
Ufe—try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound. It's helped thou
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Follow label directions. Pinkham’s
Compound ls worth trying!
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as guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Felt.
Norman Overlook of Waltham.
Mass, spent

ADEI,I f m. roes
Correspondent

the

week-end

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

■*.’ ■

CAMDEN
X\ xx
xx xx

with

his father Joseph Overlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Fales of
Portland and Scbago Lake, re
turned Wednesday after being
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Fales for a few days.
Walter E Bowe of Arlington ar
rived Friday to spend a few days
at his home on Knox street.
The Friendly Circle meets to
day at the home of Mrs. E. R.
Biggers. A picnic supper will be
served, and all are asked to take
own dishes. If stormy, it will be
held in the Federated Church

xx

outrage on both the seamen who
are now on the high seas giving
their all to deliver the goods and
a greater outrage to the memory
of the souls of those who have
gone down in their ships in an
effort to deliver the goods to help
wipe fascism from the face of tbe

Averill’s Letter

xx
x\

NAGMA MAYHEW

Correspondent
A A A A
XX
XX ^x

Rockland Man Registers His
Displeasure With Inter
national Doings

I

Tuesday-Friday

monhegan
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cumming
cf New York City are occupy 1Ir.
the “Stevens" cottage this
sOr'
Mr. and Mrs. George Danfort li
of Augusta have returned home
Lester Bernstein of New y„,K
City is guest at the New Monhe
gan House.
Capt. Earl Field and Adolph
Stevens who have been mail-m,,,;
for the past month are takn
permanent vacation from then
duties. Jack Cushman ol Thom
aston Is now carrying the mail
Misses
“Betsy” Pier
and
"Betty" Field will be employed at,
the New Monhegan Hou.se this

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. and Mrs. Norma
The government of Finland is a earth.”
,nd daughter Judith wet,
‘^Laval’s recent statement to the
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Beverage tenacle of Hitlerism, that has
jlr. Connon's parents Mi
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Newbert
'and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tilden curled fts crushing coils around French people asking them to
garold Connon over the 1
and children Nancy Jean and
“Andy" of Gardiner, spent Sun
spent the holiday week-end as the pecple of Finland, and thrown help Hitler win the war is enough
Mrs. Fannie White of it |
day with Mr. Newtoert's mother
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Tor them into the inferno of its mur evidence that the Vichy govern
derous
attack
against
Soviet
Rus

ment
is
allied
with
Hitler.
It
is
niest et Mi
Henrietta
Mrs. Estelle Newbert, who returned
rey, East Union.
jigh street.
with them for a short visit.
Mr and Mrs. Erjand Wheeler and sia, Britain and the American our duty' to at once break off all
relationship with this pro-Hitler
son. Peter are spending a couple of supply lines going to Russia.
Thomaston will participate in a
©.range
as
it
is,
U.
S.
State
De

Vichy’ administration. If there are
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph U
, weeks ln Bethel.
County-wide blackout at an un| Miss Anna Hall of Liberty, is partment is recognizing Finland I any French ships in American
amily spent the holiday
apecifled hour Wednesday. Ah’
as if she were a neutral nation ports and they’ are 'being loaded Summer.
it
their cottage
i
visiting
her
aunt
and
uncle.
Mr.
and
Raid Wardens and Police are
not
making
war
on us. Her am with American-made products by
Gertrude
Bussey
is
visiting
011
vestry.
Spruce
Head Island.
Mrs. Norman Puller.
asked to ignore any preliminary
bassador
is
established
1
in
Wash

American
workingmen,
then
our
the
mainland'
for
a
few
dais
Wintfleld
Benner,
Ralph
Allen
Miss Phyllis Packard of Boston,
signals from other towns, and to
Virginia Richardson, daughter of The Woman's Educat :>
spent the week-end with her par ington as an accepted representa State Department should dispatch
act only on the regular public and “Dick" Dodge, all of Bruns
tive
of
a
neutral
country.
Hitler
wick
spent
the
week-end
at
Myles
Mrs.
Christine Carter, n mar
such
ships
either
to
the
British
icnic. which was to be h
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Pack
warning of short sharp iblaatB,
appeasers
explain
this
situation
on
Weston
’
s
cottage
Hawthorns
Point.
people
or
the
Soviet
people
who
ried
July
3
to
Alonzo
Hind
ofBiome
of Mrs. Minnie M
ard.
lasting two minutes. Those at a
the
ground
that
Finland
is
carry

Paul
Starrett,
young
son
of
are
so
heroically
fighting
to
w
’
in
Portland.
Mr.
and
Mr
Hinds
10,
has
been cancelled tin
Miss Winnlfred Burkett of Dam
distance can cheek this by watch
ing
on
a
“
war
of
her
cwn"
against
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Starrett
went
are
spending
a
few
days
on
the
this
war.
”
votice.
ariscotta spent the week-end in
ing the town lights. To avoid con
j Russia. This is a Hitler lie but
Otto V. Schmidt, an .oiler who island.
town.
fusion residents are asked to note Friday to Winthrop where he will
attend the YM.C.A. camp f$r the
Charlotte Stanley last week Mr. and Mis Oscar N
Russell Rich of Philadelphia, is I suppose it were. true. Finland! is just returned1 from West Africa
these rules:
I
making
war
on
our
Allies
and
our
Summer.
said; “Boy. wait till t'he rest of acted as registrar for the selective ittle daughter Marie, invisiting his mother, Mrs. Alice Rich.
In case of an air raid1- day or
j
supply
lines
to
them.
That
is
makThe Garden Club will meet
my crew hears about this. You service registration board. Thorna jy Mrs. Hilma lleilinabi
Miss Marie Young of Cambridge.
night- -all traffic will be stopped
Thursday at t'he home of Mrs.
Mass., passed the week-end with j 111R war 011 113
can <bet there will be a hot tele Orne was the only young man to Worcester were week-end
and people ordered off the streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudoli
Agnes Boynton, South Cushing
However, this “war of her own" gram from us to the State De register.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
In case of a test blackout all for an all-day picnic. Mrs. James
Maynard
Orne
is
visit
in
She
is
employed
in
j
against
Russia
is
a
brazen
and
L. Young.
partment.”
t'di- Broadway. The Nelson
traffic will be stopped and peopfle Creighton has charge of the re
heir home yesterday, but
absurd
piece
of
Hitler
propaganda.
tives
in
Friendship.
Brockton.
Josh Lawrence, a seaman com
ordered’ off the streets.
ey's
mother, Mrs. Heilm
freshments; Miss Margaret RugMr.
and
Mrs.
George
Leonnard
Jessie Ann, 78. widow of Sumner ;The last time thc I^uple of Fin- mented, “I don't mind risking my
In case of a daylight mobiliza les the program: and Mrs. Leila
’
xpect-s
to remain lor tin
land
made
any
“
war
of
their
own
and
Sherman
Stanley
have
re

Davis, died Saturday night. Mrs.
life to help getting supplies over
tion, traffic will be allowed to pro Smalley, the transportation.
nonths.
was
when
they
were
fighting
des

turned
from
a
motor
trip
to
Boston
Davis was born in Ontario, Can
to the British and the Russians.
ceed at a reduced speed and peo
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby and
ada, daughter of Mary Fraley and perately to free themselves from But I feel sore to think that other and Quincy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
ple may remain on the streets.
son Roger have returned after
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Bogdanove
Thomas McKensle and Is survived tlie 'bloody tyranny of Gen. Carl supplies are going from our
Mr. and Mrs. James Carney spending a few days in Boston.
and son Nathaniel of New York hon of Bangor visited re.;
by two sisters, Mrs. Sidney Annis of Gustave Mannerheim, “The But shores to the enemy."
Stanley Copeland, hospital at
have returned after spending t'he
City have opened their cottage for It lends over t he week-en
Simonton’s Ccrner, Mrs. Agnes cher" who, from the time of the
President
Roosevelt,
with
his
week-end in Boston and as guests tendant, Veteran's Home, Togus,
Freemyer of Buffalo. N. Y., two Russian Czar has been a puppet great sense of humanity horrified the season.
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Rt
of Mrs. Carney's sister and> spent Thursday as guest of his
“Bill1" Orne spent Thin day and ecently moved to Portia
brothers, William McKensie of tyrant of foreign powers and had and enraged iby Hitlerism, is
brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Wil parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Cope
Stonington, Harold of Ontario; two tlie assistance of German troops standing head and shoulders above Friday in Rockland.
week-end gue Is in the ,
land.
liam L. Morrison, Dover, N. H.
The seiner Njorth has just re
sons, Archie and William McDonald to crush the liberties of the Fin greed-mad plutocrats to whom war
Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh
'Mrs. Nina Gregory and Miss
both of Ontario. Funeral services nish pecple.
is only a balance sheet. But he turned from a fishing trip at John Pill.-bury, Science
ter
Margaret
have
returned
to
Eleanor Gregory went Sunday to
This bloody puppet of Hitler Is Is compelled to pour his new vic Gloucester, Mass.
were held at the Good Funeral
the Higli S'hool, spent
York, where they will be guests Skowhegan after spending a few
Oscar Burton who recently went md at the home of Dr. Hi
Home, with Rev. Henry Beuk- in the government of Finland that tory wine into too many old bottles
for a few weeks of Mrs. Gregory’s days with Mrs. Friendls mother,
elman of the Methodist Church of is making “our own war” at Hit of poison Hitler appeasement. He to Rockland for employment, has street. Mr. Pillsbury is
Another
son and d'aughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken,
ficiating. Burial was in Searsmont ler’s command. (After 700 years cannot help this. He has a Con been ill.
the Summer at his heme
Mrs. Stanley Gregory’. They were daughter Helen, who accompanied
of Swedish domination and 100 gress that is to a dangerous ex
Cemetery.
Ethel Howland recently attend Station.
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E. them here remained for a longer
Kenneth Holt of Brookline, Mass., years cf Tsarist Russian domina tent being browbeaten by brazen ed a wedding cn the mainland
Mrs. Donald Haskell
Foster Fales and Miss “Betty" visit with her grandmother.
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at he rh&me on Park street.
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York City are occupy ini
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sta have returned home.
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Miss Ruth Walker Hodgkins.
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daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Fulton street announce the marMr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett and Albert Hodgkins of 122 Court Road, Iriage of their daughter Marion
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moved from New Meadows, West Corporal Herbert E. Reiningcr of
.
.
Mr. and Mr.s. Arnold Rogers, who mer witii her aunt, Mrs. Annie Mac Bath to 11 Spring street, Bath. Stamford.
Anita Berliawsky at the Thorndike
rne spent Thursday and1
„ , ,
,
3
'w recently moved to Portland, were Alman. High street.
The bride graduated from Mount Hotel.
Rookland.
I
,
,
. . „
■ neck-end guests in the city.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Doherty
and
Holyoke College in 1942. and class
iner Njorth has just re
James Moulaison returned to
Mrs. Elsie Merrill spent yesterday
rom a fishing trip atJ John Pillsbury. Science teacher at Lynn Monday after spending the daughter Sylvia and their guest Miss mates from Leominster, Mass.,
in
Portland.
Catherine
Sllinnon
of
Waltham
r. Mass.
Tiie High
Scarsdale, N. Y., East Orange, N. J..
S-hool, spent the week- week-end with his parents, Mr. and spent the week-end at Lucia Beach
and Boyertown, Pa., were present at
iurton who recently wenlflrnd at the home of Dr. Richan, Elm Mrs. Raymond Moulaison, Grove
A pre-wedding dinner party will
the wedding. Mr. Hewitt attended
md for employment, ha> -treet. Mr. Pillsbury is spending street.
Mr. f^id Mrs. E. Carl Moran Peekskill Academy and graduated be given at Hotel Rockland Friday
the Summer at hLs heme at Benton
passed the week-end at their cot frem Amherst College in 1940.
by Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Snow in
lowland recently attend Station.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moran and son tage at Ingraham Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt will live at henor of their daughter Miss Con
iding on the mainland,!
Paul had as dinner guests at With
stance C. Snow whose approaching
returned to her cottage! Mrs. Donald Haskell of Orange am’s Lebster Pound, Sunday, Mrs.
Mkss Dorothy Young arrived Sat 514 Summer street. Stamford. Conn. marriage to Paul Roberts Shepler
iland.
.Treet, has returned from a visit Fayzette of Lewkston and her son urday from Haddonfield, N. J„ to
Fred L. True is spending his va will take place July 11. The guests
Day, Jr. will spend thei with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H Gerald, who are spending the holi spend the Summer vacation from
include Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Hor
vacation In Port Clyde. Dyer cf Charleston.
State Teachers’ College, Glassboro cation in South Boston, where Mrs. ton Coy,Quincy, Dr. and Mrs. I..
days at tlie Samoset Hotel.
Mrs. William Farrell of
N. J., with her parents, Mr. and True will join him shortly.
Gordon Shepler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The
W.I.N.
Club
met
with
Mrs.
arrived Friday and are!
Tonian Circle will be entertained Mrs. Earl E. Young at their cottage
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton Rev. and Mrs. Louis T. Shepler.
ottae at Deadman’s Cove. "1,p Norton, Oak street last week. by Miss Margaret Nutt at her home at Owl's Head. She was acccomMystic, Conn., Miss Elizabeth Low
A
Mrs. Adolph Stevens are After a luncheon, bridge was Cil" on Mam
I>anied by her sister, Mildred Young of West Rockport were guests cf Boston, Miss Mary Shepler, Cam
street Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett at their
datives at White Head, joyed, honors going to Mrs. Clintcn
and Larry Rhodes also from State
Spruce
Head cottage over the bridge, Mr. and Mrs. Robert M
Barbour,
Mrs.
Gardner
French
and
Mrs. William Ellingwood, Talbot Teachers’ College and Jesse Edgar
lizabeth Vaughan, and
Allen, Rockland.
avenue, spent the week-end in who is on furlough from U. S. Army Fourth.
dia Steivens of South- Miss Margaret Nutt.
nd Mrs.

Mass. will be at Mrs
cottage for the season
ght before the Fourth
never too boisterous here
quietly. Net a “cracker'
heard.
its for over the holiday:
Mr.s. Banes Stanley o
were guests of Mr. anc
tht Stanley. Misses Vir
nley. Erid Stanley anc
■e of Thcmaston visited
Mrs. William Stanley.
Mrs. Alan Kabtelle o|
fa ,s. were guests of Mrs#
ne
Maurice Davis o$
s visiting Capt. and Mrs!
vis. — Vernon Burton#
iarney and friends wer^
(tiling Yew.

Richardson has be
ler sister Virginia

jlass which will absortf

id ultra-violet rays hat

ited It will protect the
working with X-rays. |
ited States produces al#

as much petroleum a#'
the world.

Reserve District No. 1

EDITION

IAL

BANK

OCl ETY

IFIrrtland wtith her son Ricliard. Air Corps, Maxwell Field, Ala., who
Capt. David Haskell is ill at his
William Ellingwood, of Boston, was returned yesterday.
home at Ingraham Hill.
also a guest of his brother. Richard.
------| Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
63
Katharine’s Beauty Shop
If left to you, how easy would you ( Rockport, president of the Garden
Park St.. Tel. 1120.—adv.
65-67 make the lot of conscientious cb- • club Federation of Maine, Mrs. A.
jectors, known as C. O.'s and as r. Benedict o-f* Medomak, widely
8|>en:er Foundation Garments "Conchies?” What does Uncle Sam' known as an authority on flower
individual’y designed;
supports do now and should their fate hold! arrangements, and Mrs. John W
for ell needs. Mrs. Mona Mcln- out special lure for further pleaders! coming of Yarmouth, federation
tosh. 236 Broadway. Tel. 296-W.— to escape selective service? Next chairman of bird study, conadv.
65-68 Educaticnal Club Forum, place and servaticn chairman of the Saco
date to be announced. Should region clubs, and president of St.
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son's
Cliurchill have been dropped, after Mary’s Garden Club of Falmouth
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Tobruk fell, and how about the Foreside will be the guest speakers
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
British general Auehinleck, then in of the 1942-43 program of the garCoals and Cloth Coats, at* moderate
charge?
den club of the Woman's Literary
prices.
9-tf
Union at their clubhouse in Auburn
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston of Mrs. Hugh Rook of Auburn, recently
Quincy,
Mass., are visiting relatives elected president of the club, an
J
and friends here on two weeks' va nounces that the program for the
cation.
coming year ks nearly completed.
Flowers, grown by the members,
Harrison MacAlman cf Worcester
1
will be exhibited at the Oct. 6 meet
is visiting his modtlier, M s. Annie
L. Drinks!
ing when Mrs. Benedict will speak.
MacAlman, High street.
Mrs. Orbeton will be honor guest
Complete line of Gossard's Miss at the annual herb luncheon Nov
Simplicity Foundation garments, 3. The usual Christmas Greery
Tel.
front lacing corsets, combinations, meeting will be held in December
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. w'hen the members work on Christ
892
ROCKLAND
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., mas greens and decorate the club
Phone 1100. Rockland.
41-T-tf house for the holiday season. Win
LAST TIMES TODAY
ter bouquets will be exhibited at the
VICTOR MATURE
Jan 5 meeting when Mrs. Corning
RITA HAYWORTH
: presents an illustrated talk on Our
Native Birds. The Spring meet
“MY GAL SAL”
ings will be announced later. Mrs.
In Technicolor
Roak has appointed chairmen in
TODAY, WED., THURS.
charge cf each meeting.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Kool-Aid

Another of those swell double
hit programs. This is one show
you can't afford to miss for its
thrills and laughs.

inevs on June 30, 194
[roller of the Currency,
ised Statutes
$227,524
guaranteed ... 1.166 HOO
39 770
56 400
federal Reserve
7.350
ye balance, and

HfclR

81
OO
OO
OO.

WW#

HIT NO. 1
A murder mystery that baffles all

TODAY—BARGAIN DAY

It's Exciting . . .
BIG FEATURES

OO

It’s Thrilling . . .

300 604 05
17.555 53

tures $5 405 53 ..

Find Hope Schuyler and you
will find the real murderer . . .
But ...

1.982 46
$1,817,986 85

ANY SEAT

$328 906
1 090 015
11.134
103.237
141

.)

$1,533,436 36

94
64
22
74
82

Adults 25c.

MERLE OBERON in

“LYDIA”

$1,535,922 54

with
I’alue

$61.540 00

SHEILA RYAN, JOS. ALLEN
1130.770
95.000
31.993
24.300

s tock)

00
00
85
45

HIT NO. 2
A laugh packed story of Army
life . . . See . .
rt. i, t if*#
Ai

$282,064 31

$1,817,966 85

At Your Request

I
ZANE GREY’S

“WESTERN UNION”
LATEST NEWS EVENTS

TOMORROW AND THURSDAY

Plus

»):

ind guaranteed.
iry or corporate
liabilities .....

32.300 00

requirements

STARTS FRIDAY

$19 535 62

1
vledge and belief
H F DANA, Cashier.
y of July. 1942
lie.
wt:
R. E. DUNN.
W. R. VINAL
W. • WALB
R

Directors

RUDYARD KIPLINCI
UNCLE BOOK

☆

LATEST NEWS EVENTS

EVERY* FRI. CASH NITE S3»»
H-l'Y IYAR ST IMPS FDD AY

Mrs. Fred A. Parker of North
Cambridge. Mass., and friend, Mrs.
Hall, are stopping at Mrs. Parker’s
cottage. Cooper’s Beach.

BUT WAR STAMPS HERE!

By K. S.

A 16-day Jail sentence was im
posed on Calvin Turner, elderly
Veazie resident, in Bangor munici
pal court on a charge of failing to
extinguish the lights at his home
in Veazie during a blackout. He
was committed to jail, no appeal
being entered. He had given
trouble in a previous blackout:
and claimed the regulation against
lights was unconstitutional.
• * • »

Brazil Is the world's greatest un
tapped source of fats and oils, ac
cording to the U. 6. Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
• ♦ ♦ *

This war can be brought to a
stop and crime of killing cease if
the women of the world will band
together and will it so. First the
women must teach their children
lessons of law and order and lwe
for Gcd and their fellow creatures.
* ♦ ♦ *

NEW THORNDIKE HOTEL
DINING ROOM
SPECIAL NOONDAY LUNCHEON
Served from 12 to 2 P. M. Daily

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8,1942
Vitamin Cocktail, .10
Soups, Etc.
Tomato Juice .10 Orange Juice .10 Pineapple Juice .10
Large Lobster Stew, Saltines, Dill Pickles ..................................... 65
Cream of Tomato Soup, Croutons...................................................... ^5
Chicken Soup. Saltines ............. -........................................................
New England Clam Chowder ......................................................... -35
Scallop Stew ............................... :............... ••••—.................................... 35

APPETIZERS
Stuffed Spanish Olives .........................................................................»3
Sweet Mixed Pickles ............................................................................ ®®
Kadcta Fig:i ....................................................... '•..........................
-1°
Spiced Watermelon ............................... -........... -................................ 3®
Iced Cucumbers .............................................. r........ ..............................

Potato Chips

CHICKEN SHORT CAKE
Early June Peas
.50

Breaded

veal cutlet
Tomato Sauce
Baked New Potatoes
New String Beans
.45

LOBSTER
CLUB SANDWICH
French Fried Potatoes
Lima Beans
.65

BROILED KIDNEY LAMB
CHOP
Mint Jelly
Shoestring Potatoes Spinach
.55

FRIED BAY SCALIX>PS
Tartar Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Stewed Corn
.45

submarine warfare.

• * * •
I am told that New York restau
rant owners have had meetings to
get pointers on how to “stretch"
sugar. And what fun one can have
at these candy pulls.
• ♦ • •

Natives of India are so skillful at
trimming and splitting the much
needed mica that they have no ma
chine yet developed that can be
substituted with satisfaction to take
the place of their hand labor.

.
DESSERTS
Pineapple Sundae
.15
Hot Fudge Sundae
Home Made Custard Pie
.10
Chocolate Cream Pie
Fresh Strawberry Pie .15
Plum Royale Ice Cream
.10
French Vanilla
Frosted Cake .10
Peaches and Cream
Fmrt Jelly, Whipped Cream .10
Iced Coffee .10
not Chocolate .10
Ired Tea
C&ffee, pot .10
Tea, pot .10
MUk, glass

The marriage of Miss Dorothy
Peterson to Donald Borgerson, b°th
of Rockland, tock place at the home
of the bride’s sister, Mrs. Owen
Johnston,

Rankin

street.

Friday

night.
Tlie ceremony was performed by
A very pretty July wedding took
Rev.
Roy A. Welker, pastor of the
place at the home cf Mr. and Mrs.
Congregational Church. He rea l
Alden W. Allen of North Main
the single ring service under an
street. Sunday aftemcon at 3 o'clock evergreen arch which was beautiful
when their daughter Barbara ly decorated with white roses and
Louise, became the bride of Fred' gladioli. Only members of the im
William Bean, son of Charlotte Bean
families were present
The bride chose for her wedding
and the late Eugene Bean, of Liv
gown a peach silk street length dress
ermore Falls. Rev. Sidney E Pack and carried a bridal bouquet of
ard of Camden, retired Baptist min white carnations. In her hair, she
ister, and great uncle of the bride, wore a coronet of larkspur and car
officiated, using tlie double ring nations.
Mrs. Johnston, sister of the bride
service.
Floral decorations were most at Was matron of honor. She wore a
tractive throughout the home. The pale green chiffon dress, and her
couple stood under a large arch of bouqxiet was of peach gladioli and
flowers and greenery. Cut flowers, white carnations. Donald Cates,
and ferns carried out a pink, green cf Rockland, served as best man
The bride’s mother was gowned
and white color scheme in the liv
in
teal blue with a corsage of white,
ing and dining-rooms.
pink
tippped carnations. Mrs. Bor
Tlie bride, who was given in mar
riage, by her father, wore a navy gerson wore-teal blue with a corsage
blue dress with white accessories of white tipped carnations.
A short reception followed the
and a corsage of white carnations
Miss Alice Allen, sister of the bride ceremony, at which time the bride
wore light blue with a corsage of cut the wedding cake. Miss Doris
yellow snadragons.
Tlie bride’s Borgerson, sister of tlie groom and
mother was dressed in powder blue Mrs. Fred Dyer, the bride’s sister
with a corsage of red roses, and the assisted in serving refreshments,
mother of the groom wore teal blue I Mr- »nd Mrs. Borgerson left for
and white with a rose corsage.
' a short wedding trip. Tlie bride
Charles Allen, brother cf the wore a traveling suit of cerise with
bride, was best man. Fred Allen white accessories,
served as usher, and Miss Shelby j Mrs. Borgerson is the youngest
Glendenning played the wedding daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. K.
march.
Peterson, Masonic street. She gradFollowing the nuptial ceremony, a 1 uatpd from Rockland High School
shert reception was held. A Ia ge last June. Mr. Borgerson is tlie son
wadding cake with a bride and cf Mr. and Mrs. Carl O Borgerson.
groom gracing the top tier was the Park street. He graduated from
centerpiece of the cleverly deco-J Rockland High School in the class
rated bride’s table. Mr.s. Gerald cf 1941, and has employment at the
Bean, sister-in-law of the groom, Todd-Bath Iren Works.
The young couple will make their
made this delicious cake. Mrs. Laroy
Brow'n was in charge of refresh- home, for the Summer menths, in
ments. She was assisted in serving South Portland where they have
by Mrs. Merwin Bean, Mrs. Munroe 1 rented a furnished cottage at Pine
Bean, Mr.s. Gerald Bean, and Mrs. Point.
J. Herbert Gould.
!------were
Mrs.
Poetry Club. She taught last year
Out-of-town guests
Charlotte Bean, Mr. and Mr.s. Ger- at Wells, Maine.
aid Bean and family of Livermore ( Mr. Bean graduated from LiverFalls, Mrs. Alice Marden. Mr. and more Falls High School in 1938 and
Mrs. Rufus Maiden and family and from Gorham Normal School in the
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Tillson of Dcx-1 class of 1941. He is a member of
ter, Miss Zelda Fenlascn and Harry ! Alpha Lambda Beta Fraternity.
Marden cf East Millinocket, Mr.1 He served as industrial arts instrucand Mrs. J. Herbert Gould, Rev. and tor in the Woodland schools last
Mrs. Sidney Packard and Mrs. Fran- j year.
ces Stahl of Camden. Mr. and Mrs., Following
the reception, the
John McDonald of Warren. Mr. and couple left for a wedding trip of unMrs. Munroe Bean of Hollis Ccntpr, known destination. The bride wore
Miss Lucy M. Allen, Mount Verncn. a traveling costume cf green with
N. Y„ and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Spear matching acccessories.
and family of Cape Elizabeth
I
-----------------Mrs. Bean is a graduate cf Calais' Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barbour and
Academy in the class of 1938. She daughter Cynthia and Mr. and Mrs.
was graduated from Gorham Nor^ Leland Drinkwater and son Wayne
mal school in the class of 1941, where spent the week-end at the “Rockshe was prominent in school activi- mere” ccttage at Spruce Head. Mr.
ties, being president of the Y.W.C.A. and Mrs. Lewis Cates and daughter*
Association and secretary of the Merilyn called on them Sunday.

YOU ARE INVITED

TONIGHT
To participate in Patriotic Rally for

CHINESE RELIEF
Moving Pictures! Chinese Wedding! City Band!

COMMUNITY BUILDING, TUESDAY, JULY 7
8.00 P. M.
No Admission

Collection

• « « •

New England owes much to her
large number of poets. They have
made many places famous in song
and story with the glamour that

<--------------- -

'

"■ .

.... .

fc

binds hearts to this countryside.

• • • 9

Someone has explained that “pre
vailing winds are winds that always
blow when other winds have stopped
blowing.” Figure that one out for
yourself.

• • • •
Who is familiar with that pest of
the Florida coastal waters, the Por
tuguese man-of war? The sting cf
this water menace is dreadfully
painful but not fatal.
Proper Question

Don Nelson, the defense-chief
tain, went before the Appropria
tions Committee, where a Congress
man asked him: “Are you a $l-ayear-man?” Nelson replied: “No,
never received the dollar.” The
startled Congressman asked: “No?

Bread and Butter included with Above Specials

$19 536 62

>«nk do solemnly swear that

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jackson of
Lebanon. N. H., are occupying their
Summer cottage.

SHEPHERD’S PIE EN CASSEROLE

___ FRONT”____

$37,200 00

Mi.ss Lucy Ball, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey, spent the
holiday and week-end in Milli
nocket.

Combination Salad. French Dressing
.50

-OUR RUSSIAN

4,900 00

Ml's Vera Easton, who is em
ployed at the Telephone cffice,
spent the week-end in Vermont.

Children lie

Our New Hit

2 486 18

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence S. Bever
age of Hallowell spent the past
week-end visiting in Rockland.

Pretty Sunday Afternoon
Wedding At the Home of
Supt. and Mrs. Alden
Allen

Remember, dear parachute jump
er, the theme song. “It Won’t Mean
a Thing If You Don’t Pull the
String.”
• * • •
Sociometry is a new word to me.
It is used as the word for the new
method cf measuiing human rela
tions.
The Chinese have been doing
great things for centuries. They dis
covered, or invented one might say,
the art of silk production for use.
They were the first to find tea an
excellent drink. They were the first
to make porcelain and gunpowder
and to do printing. A great people.
• * * •
What are the wild w'aves saying is
the question today.
• * * *
Did you realize that out in Colo
rado there are six glaciers? The
largest ks called the Arapahoe Gla
Mr. and Mrs. G. Carl Cassens of cier and is over 1!6 miles long and
Camden street, have as their guest nearly as wide and from 100 to 500
their grand-daughter. Miss Lois feet in depth.
* • ♦ ♦
Cassens of South Baston.
The Fourth Congress of the Guild
Mr. and Mrs. James Ingraham of of the Carillonneurs cf North
Newton Center, Mass., were holiday America was held at Wellesley Col
and week-end guests of H. C. In lege June 29-July 1 and much of
graham, 77 Masonic street.
Interest and profit was accomplished
for that society.
Mrs. Basil Stinson, Masonic street
♦ * • ♦
has returned to her home from
Help for next season's blossoms:
Knox Hospital, where she has been
Lime Helps Lilacs Bloom
receiving surgical treatment.
The failure of lilacs to bloom free
ly
may often be traced to lack of
Electrician Arthur A. Baggeiy
lime
in the soil. Applications may
who has been the guest of Mrs
be
made
as almost any time. Hyd
Catherine Libby for several days
rated
lime
is preferred, and should
has returned to the New York Navy
be
sprinkled
thickly over the soil
yard.
surface as far as the branches
reach. Keep it several inches away
More Personals on Page Four.
from the trunk to avcid burning.
• * * *
Cocoa beans, sole source of choco
late, are imported chiefly from West
Africa, and South America and
supplies have “been jeopardized by

ANY SHOW

ANY TIME
corporations ..
iorporatlons
lostal savings)

This And That

BORGERSON-PETERSON

Bean-Allen

Then what do you live on?”

• * • •
James Hilton lAforms Little.
Brown that he is having a lot cf
fun with Shangri-La interviews
Ever since President Roosevelt jok
ingly told an inquisitive young deb
utante that the United States had
an air base there, Mr. Hilton has
been asked questions. (Shangri-La.
is the imaginary locale cf his novel.
Lost Horizon.”) The author ks at
work on a new novel, .an Atlantic
Monthly Press book, which will
ccme out next season.

__

will
■

• f

-V.w-

»

MONDAY, :
JULY 13

•

MISS SHIRLEY BLANKEN
Professional Service Represent
ative of S. H. Camp & Company,
to give you expert scientific ad

vice about YOUR figure problem
• She’ll do more than tell you what
to do with those unsightly bumps

and bulges—she'll show you how

they can be controlled efficiently—
scientifically! Her advice has helped
thousands of women. Don't

miss

this opportunity. Be sure to visit our

corset department while she's here.

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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From Other Coast

Business Is Better

Comes Curtis Payson’s Let
ter—In California With
Air Corps

EALM OF

M USIC

But the War Is a Two-Edged
Sword For the Central
Maine

*

^IVetie 5m a. I^eHer
Wu/wil/EVEQVI

Tuesday-Friday

25 VEARS AGO

The following letter from Curtis
The war situation dominates
A review from The Courier-Gaiette of happenings which interested
Payson to his grandfather, Fred E.
business conditions throughout the
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917
Burkett of Un on, will be read with
territory served by the Central
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
i
interest by Knox County friends.
Maine Power Company, and ls nat
»•»
, U. S. Army Air Force, Santa Ana
urally causing a heavy demand for
(Lincolnville, June
16. Harold
The Lawrence Canning Company
Army Air Base, Santa Ana, Calif,
electricity.
But
electricity
for
light

was
employing
150
persons.
Reynolds
of
Camden
and Grace
It is very likely that the exigen- songs and Soviet folk songs, and
Thursday.
cies of war will bring about many ' now appears a new album of ing is greatly curtailed along the
Dickey
of
Lincolnville.
Jerome Burrows, High School
I arrived here yesterday with 146 changes in radio programs for j Ukranian Folk Sengs. These songs coast because cf the war. These
Camden, June 9, George E.
graduate,
was employed; as con
other men from Santa Ana. We left next season. Already it is an- are issued by Asch 'Recordings and
Stevens and Rena R d
Santa Ana by train Tuesday after nounced that Dr. Walter Dam- are in a volume of three 10-inch are among the things which Presi
ductor on the Street Railway.
dent Walter S. Wyman is telling the
noon and went to Los Angeles. rosch s Music Appreciation Hour, | records.
They are particularly
Frank T. Barker was in serious both of Warren
We were not allowed to leave the heard over the NBC Blue Net- I timely, reminding us that the stockholders in the following letter
Mplrose. Mass., June 14 c, • e
condition as the result of falling
station.
work, will be temporarily dtscon- Ukraine is not just a place on the to them:
B.
Gee of Lebanon, N h
(
down stairs.
We went to bed early on the train tinued.
“The second quarter of 1942 which
map. but a huge land in itself with
Eva
F.
Hupper
of
Mart
In
svi
lie
but did not get much sleep as it was
Harold J. Philbrook was elected
an impressive culture and with ended June 30. has left your Com
a poor train and I was unlucky
Charlotte. N. Y„ June 16, He
pany in g very much better position,
distinctive
folkways.
The
folk
chancelor
commander of Gen.
A
card
from
Leon
Zawisza.
vi

enough to draw a lower berth with
so
far
as
power
supply
is
concerned,
W.
Hall, formerly of Ros kland
are sung by Maria Sokll, the
Berry Lodge, K. P.
another fellow. At 630 a. m. we olinist who has 'been concert songs
than it was June 30. 1941. At that
arrangements
made
by
Antin
and
Miss May Betz of Chailofe
master
of
the
Indianapolis
Sym

The Alderbush League got under
d ew into South Dos Palos and un phony Orchestra for the past Rudnitsiky who accompanies the time our storage reservoirs on both
Rockland.
June 19, Frank r
loaded South Dos Palos is a rail-*
the Kennebec and Androscoggin
way at Oakland Park. Moran and
soprano
at
the
piano.
There
are
three
seasons
and
with
many
road station in the middle of the
rivers were only about 2-3 full. The
Rosemere the battery for the Car Harper and Miss Evelyn Knigh:
desert. About the only other build friends in this locality due to eight songs in the collection—a installation of the 20.000-KW unit
Glen Cove, June 20. G Frank,
ver!
tes and Black and Cohen offi
ing I saw was a rather jaded crown Summer visits at Rockport, says w’eddmg song, a love song, a spin of the Wiscasset plant was no
lin
Severance of West Euxton and
ning
song,
a
cradle
song,
and
so
that
he
was
inducted
into
the
ciated for the Winslowites, who
thing apologetically displaying a
where near finished and our load
....... army on May 16 and is new sta- on.. The cradle song is one of the was
Margaret
Arey of Glen Cove
sign wh ch read "Union Hotel.” That
increasing rapidly due to war
won the opening game.
didn't make me feel any better tl°ned at Kessler Field. Miss., most affecting. Miss Sokil’s sing activities, also due to the fact that
Camden,
June 18. John H LinMrs. Eliza C. Freeman of Rock
where he is training as a radio ing captures the ease and friend many of our customers who ordi
either.
nell
and
Ida
Libby, both of Rcck
land died in Boston, aged 87 years.
liness of the folk spirit and conveys narily got their power from water
We walked around the railroad technician.
* * » •
land.
it
to
the
listener
even
though
she
C. E. Bicknell & Son moved in
station and were greeted by the
power, were taking the whole or a
Rockland, June 23, Dr Edwanl
Just before Mr. Zawisza left to sings in Ukranian.
to
their new block opposite the
queerest looking contraption I ever
part
of
it
from
us
because
of
the
• * * ♦
low water conditions. This year on
W.
Peaslee of Gardiner and Evelyn
saw. It was patented after a sight take up his new life, the Jordan
foot of Summer street.
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and while
Walter Carver, a son.
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cent every pay day.
pective customers who have their
Stewart M. Pollard
Mrs. Vernard Mossman, a son.
study hall until 8 p m., from 8 until craft, music, etc. Many record
connection with civil protection.
premises wired for light or power
Boston, June 21, to Mr. and
tt 30 is free time.
/BONDS
ings have been made of Red Army Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. there is little we can do about it
The developing character of
I am in the study hall now. We
until we get the necessary permis
' civil defense is illustrated 'by the Mrs. James Sanderson of Vinal
AND
have to go to the study room and
sion from the Government.”
current discussion of whether or haven, daughter.
here we can read, study or write,
not the federal government should
STAMPS
Waldoboro, June—, to Mr. and
but must stay here until 8, no
I compensate injured1 civilian de- Mrs. Victor V. Burnheimer, a
Rockland League of
radios and no bunk fatigue. Looks
j fense volunteers__State and local
Women Voters
1 kp quite a schedule, doesn’t it?
provisions for compensation of in daughter.
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employes, paid or volunteer,
lomplete List of Republicans Among the many subjects stud jured
desert, and there is a nice range of
are
varied
and
complex.
A
federal
The marriages for this period
mountains to the west of us. There
ied by the Rockland League of law would be a simple solution. were:
For Knox County Is
are no towns within 10 or 16 miles.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Women Voters is this question: The chief point made against this
HereGiven
Curtis M Payson,
“Should the War Department Di proposal when it was recently re
AJB.T.D. Eagle Field.
U S. Senator—Wallace H. White, rect Civil Protection.” its findings jected by Congress was "unneces
Dos Palos, Calif.
have resulted in a negative de sary federalization.” Answers fin
Jr. of Auburn.

Pollard’s Address

Cooling Contrasts

VICTORY
BUY

WAR

Follow The Trend

NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
TURNS ON BEET SUGAR

cision on this point.

COMING TO HIS SENSES
Cushing, July 6.
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—

It seems Mannerheim is coming to
his senses at last. This was printed
in a leading Finnish newspaper,
"Pioneer Raivaaja:”
Heard by Columbia Broadcast
ing Co. in New York from England.
June 30: In answer to Adolf Hitler’s
demand, to Finnish full support at
Muurmans, Mannerheim has sent
home all generals over 40 years of
age and all soldiers over 32 years of
age, to work on agricultural proj
ects. Hitler has promised to feed
the Finland if they give all their
effort to Help Hitler. Mannerheim
knows, said the Ratio, that there is
very little, if any. food in Germany
to send anywhere.”
Mrs. J. E. Bedell

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

The County Ticket

Governor — Sumner Sewall of
Bath.
Representative to Congress —
Margaret Chase Smith of Skow
hegan.
State Senator—Albert B. Elliot.
Register of Probate—Charles L.
Veazie of Rockport.
County Treasurer — Earle C.
Dow of Rockport.
Register of Deeds—Albert Wins
low of Rockland.

Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of

Rockland.
Counties in which sugar beets are grown in the United States.
Grown on 1.000,000 acres by 100,- sugar will be more than sufficient,
000 American farmers, sugar beet with a ration of eight ounces a
production has more than doubled week, to meet the household sugar
•ince World War I. It is antici allowance of every consumer in the
pated. according to the United United States for a year. Beet sug
States Beet Sugar Association, that ar, produced within the borders of
n response to the emergency, pro- the continental United States, is
ln 1942 w111 tQP
peak subject to none of the hazards of
Production of nearly four billion
pounds ia 1940. This amount of war-time shipping, and can always
be made available to consumer*.

Although civilian protection is a
by-product otf war, it is not a
military function concerned with
the strategy’ of attack or defense
or the military measures necessary
for winning the war. It is only
an extension of the basic local
government job of protecting
civilian Hfe and property. How
ever, as technician and adviser,
the War Department is now active
in civil protection work. Army offi
cers are on national and regional
O.CjD. staffs and teach classes in
civilian dfeense schools. War De
partment research is used on such
questions as how to handle bombs;
its procurement office is contract
ing for civilian defense equipment.
The Army administers the air
craft warning system.

Oounty Attorney—Stuart C. Bur
gess of Rockland.
County Commissioners — Alfred
C. Hocking, A. Everett Libby.
Although the War Department
Representatives Te Legislature
has indicated it does not wish the
Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. and full responsibility for civilian pro
Ralph
P.
Conant,
Rockland; tection. transfer of OjCD. to the
Charles F. Dwinal. Camden; Ar War Department is still being
advocated and there are bills in
thur Emerson, North Haven, Wil__ Congress to that effect. One reason
.liam T. Smith, Thomaston and Mil- is tjje desire to abolish all civil
ton C. Stephenson, Union.
{defense activities that have no

ally given to such questions may
have an important effect on state

federal relations for many years
to come.
Numerous private organizations
have asked for civilian defense
tasks as their own responsibility.
The American Legion. Veterans
of Foreign Wars, and Boy’ Scouts
have been given special opportu

YOU CAN’T AFFORD
TO WAIT!

nities to do certain defense work.

Nevertheless OjCD. has made it
clear that when on duty a defense
worker must be responsible to the
properly constituted defense au
thorities and that no organization
should have an exclusive right to
perform any defense service.

Civilian defense is a public re
sponsibility to be carried out by
public authorities. Civilians who
participate should expect to do so
as Individuals, not as members of
private organisations.
Ils the bird who informs them
Above all the pests
Feopule loathe and abhor
Is the bird who informs them,,
"Ya, don’t know the score!”

Next Fall, tremendous
quantities of war materials
will be moving over our rail
roads. So be safe! Order a
full year's supply of D&H An
thracite at once! Ask about
our heater advisory service.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND. ME.
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